


































In a special 
meeting  called by A.S.
 
Vice  Pres. Rudy 
Leonardi, the
 A.S. 
Council  voted Monday
 to place two 
questions on today's
 A.S. ballot for the 
approval












 when the 
council  
voted 














Alkisswani's  "bad 




During  the council's 
discussion last 
















21st Century Future Fair  Dan 
O'Neill
 draws comics. science 
fiction experts discuss man in the future and the
 Sufi Choir performs inspirational 
works with voices and instruments. 
Also starting
 today will be improvisational workshops by The Committee, a 
comedy group from San Francisco. 
The fair will kick off
 with an improvisational 




 This event, presented both 
today and tomorrow at 10 a.m.
 will be 
in the S.U. 
Costanoan
 Room. There will be 
no
 charge for the workshops 
except the 
$I ticket 
which  guarantees admission to 
all other events this week..At 
12:30 in the 
S.U. Loma 
Prieta Room, Dave 
Meggysey,
 author of "Out of 
Their  League," will 
present a 
workshop  on 
alternative
 sports. 
Also at 12:30 today producer Al Perlmutter
 will present a speech and episodes 
from his acclaimed film series 
"American  Dream Machine," in the S.U. Umunhum 
Room.  
"Herbs and Things" will be the topic of a lecture and demonstration by Jeanne 
Rose in the S.U. Costanoan Room at 12:30 p.m.
 
From 2-3 p.m. writer Jeanne Rose will speak on aroma therapy and the power of 
smells, also in the S.U. Costanoan Room. 
Cartoonist O'Neill, best known
 for his "Odd Bodkins" cartoons and recent battle 
with his syndicate over 
censorship,
 will draw comics about the 21st Century Future 
Fair at 2 p.m. in 
the S.U. Loma Prieta 
Room.  
Natural 
Medicine is the topic of a talk by David Sobel at 3:30 p.m. in 
the S.U. 
Loma Prieta Room. 
Games with computers
 will be featured all day today in the S.U. Calaveras 
Room.
 The games are presented by the 
People's
 Computer Company. 
At 7 p.m. James Fadiman will present a lecture on "16 ways to alter your con-
sciouness." Fadiman is editor
 of the Journal of Transpersonal Psychology and can 
be seen in 
the S.U. Umunhum 
Room. 
"Can man 
survive"  is 
the
 title of a panel 
discussion
 tonight at 7 in the 
S.U. Loma 
Prieta
 Room. Participants 
are  experts in the field 
of
 science fiction, including
 
Douglas  Trumbill, who did 
the special effects for 
"2001:
 A Space Odyssey." "Star
 
Trek"
 writers Theodore 
Sturgeon,
 Ouina Sturgeon and 
David Gerrold will also 
appear, along with 
noted  science fiction 
authors




 8:30 in the S.U. Loma 
Prieta Room a display 
of
 Kirlian photography 
will  be 
presented.
 Kirlian photography
 attempts to picture 










 music at 





 The Sufi 
Choir is a 
group  of 
Mann County 




types  of 






Tomorrow  is 
Television 
Day  of the 










moments.  Stewart 
Brand,




 will also 
appear  and 
the
 
Committee  will 
present a show
























will  be no new 
A.S. constitution




priorities  of 
the AS.
 government,













be on the 










































o On Seventh Street 
o In front 
of the Library 
o On San Carlos by 
MacQuarrie 
Hall and the Education 
Building.
 









polls  will open today at 2:30 p.m. 
and will remain open
 tonight until 7:30. 
Tomorrow, all will be 
open from 8:30 
a.m. to 7:30
 p.m. and Friday 
they will 
open at 8:30 
a.m. and will close 
at 2:30 




moo. D rum or IAN AMA


























































































































































A spokesman for the Sacramento 
Elks claimed the club did not 
discriminate against anyone and said 
they knew nothing of the boycott. 
Moretti
 was to 
have
 been the 
main 
speaker























































"For  the 
league  to 




































that  had 
the 





added  the 
league 
would 
not  use 








































































































insults at the council,  and finally
 had to 
be 





the council of acting on personalities, 
rather than on the issues in its attempt 
to have the election thrown  out of the 
A.S.  Judiciary. 
Hajjarian stated 
Monday  the council 
felt Alkisswani could not be 
objective 
because of those 
personal  attacks. 
Replying 
to the council's action. 
Alkisswani said, "I am conservative, 
they (the council members)
 are radical. 
I never respected the
 Third World 
Coalition anyway." 
Alkisswani 
admitted that while he 
considered  suing the A.S. for $100,000, 
his lawyer convinced him that he had no 
legal complaint. 
Alkisswani yesterday 
reiterated  the 
council would not give him a chance
 to 
prove what he could do as attorney 
general.
 
The council also decided to place
 
another funding initiative on the ballot, 
this one cancelling the effect of last 
spring's vote. 
Written by former A.S. Attorney 
General Steve Burch,  last year's 
initiative required all instructionally 
related programs on campus be funded 
at their 
current
 (1971-72) levels by the 
A.S. until 
alternate  funding could be 
found.  It was overwhelmingly  approved 
by the students, but its effect on this 
year's 
A.S.  budget as being unclear. 
This 
year's
 A.S. Budget Committee 
devised  two budgets





funds  missing 
approval, 
one conforming
 to the 
initiative,









 from any 
constraints on the budget.
 
According  to 
Leonardi.  it will 
also  
allow  more 
flexibility
 for the 
council
 in 




of the 1971-72 
budgets  were 
padded," Leonardi
 said, "and we had to 
stay
 at that level. 
This  new policy 
will 
let us 






 of the new 
funding 
policy




 programs of 
great 
importance  to the 
students












CRUZ  A San Jose City 
College instructor has been charged 
with embezzling $15,000
 from a crip-
pled children's camp. 
, Leslie Richard 
Scheidt,  35, Santa 
Cruz, was charged with 
two  counts of 
grand theft and is slated for arraignment 
tbday in Santa Cruz Municipal Court, 
according to Chris Cottle.
 assistant 
district attorney. 
Scheidt, a health education instructor 
at the college, served as a part-time 
camp director at the Easter Seal 
Society's Camp Harmon in the Santa 
Cruz hills. 
Cottle alleged that Scheidt took 





program for work at Camp 
Harmon.
 but 
on some occasions falsified reports to 
indicate former







He said a  joint complaint was filed by 
SJCC and the Easter Seal Society. 
Dr. Otto Roemich, president of MC 
disagreed, saying the college "has taken 
no action." 
"We are not 
connected with the 
Easter Seal Society in anyway. This was 
just a separate job held 
by Mr. Scheidt," 
he 
said.  












































Mrs. Parodi said the 
theft involved 
fraudulent endorsement of two payroll 
checks, each in excess of
 
$200. She said 
the student workers were paid by MC 
from their federally funded work study 
program. 
Pres. Roemich said Scheidt 
would  be 
kept 
on the college's payroll unless a 













will  seek a tem-
porary 
restraining order 
Friday  to halt 
Venceremos,
 a Maoist 
revolutionary  















is set for 8:30 
a.m. in 
Santa 








 plants in 





have  been on 
strike for more
 than a year.
 Ven-
ceremos and the 
Farah Strike Support 
Committee have 












 the strike. 
Also named as 
defendants  are Jeffery 
Youdleman  and 










 also stipulates 
ad-
ditional persons 









































































































 are illegal according
 
to the
 plantiffs since 
the Farah strike 
is 














didn't close because of bad 
checks. We normally close at this time 
just to give checks a chance to clear." 
Jean 
Lenart,  acting manager of the A.S. 
Business Office said yesterday in 
response to a Daily story. 
The story 
stated
 the A.S. Business 
Office had 
discontinued  check cashing 
for the rest 
of
 the semester because
 of 
problems with
 bad checks. 
"I was shocked by the 
misrepresentation of the headline." 
Mrs. Lenart said. 
She said the headline, "Bad checks 
force office cancellation," implied that 
suspension of check cashing is an 
unusual
 occurrence. 
Closing  two 




 a chance 
to 















 when a 
check is 





 date and 
ask the 
person  to 
come
 in and talk 
to us." she said.
 "If we 
receive  no 









There are an estimated $800 of 
outstanding bad 
checks  for the entire 
year, according 





"This  situation exists in 
any  department 
 the bookstore or whatever



























































 is it? Wheidoes










knowledge  about 
this  complex. 
federally -funded 
project. 
Recently,  the San 
Jose  Mercury ran a 
series of six 
in-depth
 articles which 
were 
critical of Model 
Cities  in several areas.
 Since that time a 
number





 the program, have 
charged  the articles 
were
 biased and 
oversimplified.
 
In order to help San Jose State 
University  students better understand the issues 
surrounding this important 




vestigation. Several facts 
have emerged as central to the Model Cities controversy:
 
o Despite a diversity
 of opinion about Model Cities, supporters and critics alike 
are unanimous in lauding 
certain  parts of the program. 
o The 
concept of "citizen participation" is a major goal of Model Cities. 
Nevertheless, the 
program
 is not well known or understood by Model Cities area 
residents or, for that 
matter.
 Santa Clara County residents as a whole. 
o As originally conceived.
 Model Cities was intended to be only temporary, 
providing impetus for novel approaches to social 
problems. Congressional action 
has given just one year's grace to Model Cities which
 was scheduled to lapse last 
month. 
o 
Even some Model Cities officials acknowledge that mismanagement,
 due 
perhaps to lack 
of
 experience, is a problem. 
o 
Charges  of excessive politicking appear tube more than idle speculation. 
El Damaging accusations have been hurled from several areas of the community 
against the program. 
Supporters  of Model Cities have














Johnson's "Great Society." 
San Jose set up its program
 in 1969 following guidelines from the federal 
Department  of Housing and Urban Development, (HUD) which funds the program. 
A non-profit corporation, Model Cities of San Jose, Incorporated, contracted
 









 The top 
citizen  echelon
 of MCSI 
was  paralleled 
in city 
govern-




 a staff 
responsible  





arrangement  is 
the
 administrative
 arm for the 
city council 
which  is 
responsible  to 
the
 federal 
government  and 
the people 
of















































youth  and education. health and 
social 
services,




















advisers  in the 
city's CDA. It is 
















Erickson. elaborate forethought was
 given to 
determining
 the 
problems  Model 
Cities  in 

























and  staff 
members
 were 
drawing  up 




most  easily be attacked. This 














hammered  out a 

































in mind,  

















Council  reviewed 
the recommendation 
and  
turned  over a 
portion  of the $3 
million annual 
budget. (See 
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 by a 




















down.  It is 
in the 






Park,  just 
east





























 for a 
new 
shopping  center. 
The testimony
 presented
 by the 
proponents  of 
the
 project at the
 
hearing 










create  jobs for area 
residents,  
provide more 
housing,  and ad-
ditional 
revenue for the city. 
However, 




the  grave 
environmental impact
 such a project 
would 
have  on the coastal area. 
More 
importantly,
 however, the 
project
 was shown  to be inconsistent
 
with the Coastal 
Zone Conservation 
Act 
(Proposition  20). Article I of the 
Coastal Zone
 Plan of that act states, 
flu coastal zone plan 
shall be 
consistent with the maintainance, 
restoration
 and enhancement of the 
overall quality of the coastal zone 
environment, including, but not 
limited to, its amenities and aesthetic 
values." 
A development of the magnitude of 








value of the coastal zone. It will also 
promote further deterioration of the 
coastal
 area. 
More people, more cars and more 
pollution will be brought into the 
coastal area by this 
development. 
The commissioners were well aware 
of this when they approved the site. 
But the audience at the 
hearing was 
packed for the approval of the 
project, and the commissioners
 
approved the site 
under much public 
pressure. 
This brings up a basic flaw in the 
content
 of Prop. 20. In an attempt to 
provide a bill that would 
appeal  to 
the 
majority
 of California voters, the 
authors had to tone it down sub-
stantially.
 They did so in anticipation 
of
 a massive advertising 
campaign  
Spartan Daily 







































































PublicationeAnc  . 
















































Public Melillo., Dire, or 




























Melvin  Gordon. Glean 
Harper
 










 Mike Robinson 
special 
Assionment  Reporters Mark H000neon 















































Snooks.  Sieve 















































































funded  by development 




provided a way for the 
guidelines  of 
the bill to be 
undermined and 
ignored. The requirements
 for those 
who sit on 
the  commissions are 
such  
that many 
politicians  have been 
appointed
 to the boards




Politicians are influenced by public 
pressure. as was shown by this 
decision. Many 
of those who sit on 
the Coastal 








they cannot afford 
to enforce 
the 
provisions  of the bill 
in the face 
of adverse 











so in an 
effort  to 
conserve  
what is 
left of the 
California 
coastline.
 If the 






 are any 
indication of 
how  tihe bill 
will
 will be 
enforced,










may well have 













Sometimes  the 
good
 
guys don't win 








parently has worked hard to bring a 
new 
credibility
 and character to San 
Jose 
State 




has  worked hard to re-
establish relations between the office 




two  statements are 
speculations. They come from a 
person behind that vague term, an 
informed source, but there is no 
official  confirmation by the official 
source. 
King himself. 
King seemingly has been too nice or 
too busy to tell the  press exactly how 
he has tried to 
rebuild student 
government and bridge the gap 




 needed throughout 
the year is some way to promote 
himself and his accomplishments. 
He could have 
achieved that in two 
ways: to be more vocal (pompous, 
some might call it), or to hire a good 
public relations man to talk to the 
press. 
Things
 happen fast in the Daily 
offices and often those who should 
cannot get out and talk to campus 
politicians and officials. But to 
provide needed material 
for news 
items, investigative articles, 
editorials and columns, newsmen 
need 
information. Sources  major 
ones like King, at least  should 
make themselves accessible. 
For King a weekly press conference
 
would have been one answer. 
Reporters and editors could fire 
questions at him and he in turn 
could give the press inside in-
formation about student govern-
ment. 
King's alternative is an effective PR 
man. Compared to the 
public 












   sa, du/ .  
 e., 
  .  Dr. Eauneil J.
 
It  
Women's Studies (WS) appeared on 






















the planning and teaching of its 
curriculum. Upwards of 3,000 
students, faculty,
 staff, and com-
munity people took part in the two 
Women's Week programs that W.S. 





spend their Memorial Day weekend 
attending the first Western
 Region 
Conference on Women's Studies at 
Cal State, 
Sacramento,
 May 25-28. 
(Kate Millett will be there, too.) 
But many students still 
wonder  
about one quite
 practical question: 
exactly how can they fit Women's 
Studies into their program? 
On the 
undergraduate
 level, one 
possibility is a B.A.
 in Social Science 
in which a 
contract  can be written - 
that
 includes a number of W.S. 
courses from such 
departments  as 
Anthropology
 (Woman in the 
Cross -
Cultural 







 History (The 
History 
of
 Women in 
the United 
States), Sociology
 (Masculinity and 
Feminity),
 and Social 








American  Studies. There
 a 
major or minor 
may  be in-
dividualized to 
include such courses 
as Contemporary Life Styles of 
American 
Women, The Female 
Domain in Politics 
(Political
 




Ora B.A. in 
Liberal
 Studies might 
be chosen, with a contract containing 
a number of W.S. courses, like the 
ones listed or Women in Victorian 
Literature or Sexism in Children's 
Literature, both presented by the 
Department of English. 
Additionally, there is a good chance 
that a minor in Women's Studies will 
be available 
next fall. The proposed
 
minor has passed the 
scrutiny
 of half 
a dozen student
-faculty  curriculum 
committees. It will soon be examined 
at 
higher
 reaches here and at the 
Chancellor's office. Because it is a 
sound 
curriculum  and because other 
Califorinia State Universities  
Chico and Sacramento are two  
have had similar programs ap-
proved, the Women's Studies 
Committee expects that San Jose 
State students will also be able to 
minor in W.S. by 
fall,  1973. 
On the 
graduate level, three 
seminars were offered during 1972-
73,1And an M.A. 
in Social Science 
has 
been  designed for students who 




 students are already embarked 





are willing to have 
Master's theses or seminar papers 
written on 
subjects  relating to 
women. For example, a recent paper 
by Joyce  Hagen 
Wakeman  of the 
Department of 
Psychology  dealt with 
sex 
differences
 between those with 
high and those with low g.p.a.'s. 
Among other things, she compared
 




 San Jose State in 1971-
72.  
Finally, students may 
simply
 
choose to use some 
of their "free" 
electives for courses like Women in 
the Judeo-Christian Tradition
 
(Religious Studies), Issues in 
Women's Health (Health Science), 
the Family in the American 
Economy (Home Economics), and 























known  as 
"pocho."  It is 
a language 










together  of 





























I have felt limited. 




































Mexico not only put Chicanos
 down 
for speaking














































































































job is to 












hmself  and 
A.S.



































 in the U.S. there
 are over 
3,000,000 farm 
workers with most 
of 
them  seasonal and 
therefore  
migrant. They make
 up the biggest 
single non-union  industry in 
the 
country. Their wages
 are the lowest 
of 
commodity
-producing workers. In 
1956 the average hourly 
wage  for a 
field worker was 76 cents an 
hour;  
for an industrial worker $2.16. By 
1970 a union farm worker on an 
hourly wage grossed $109 
in a 54 -
hour 
week,  as compared to S112 for a 
manufacturing worker 
averaging  40 
hours a week in 1967. 
California 
growers owe their 
prosperity to immigrant workers  
Chinese, 
Japanese, Filipino, Por-
tuguese, Arab, Basques 
in
 addition 
to Mexican workers, and to the 
migrant workers from Oklahoma
 in 
the 30's. For the growers the im-
portation of 
foreign workers has 
great advantages in the form of lower 
wages,  dividing 
the workers along 
national lines, and having the threat 
of deportation 
hanging
 over the 
workers' heads. 
Third world workers







some kind of work.
 The first major 
importation





 world was 
in the 1840's when 
tens of thousands 
of Chinese, their 
homeland  ravaged 
by Britain's 





 past 40 years 
the major 
source
 of immigrant 
labor  in the 
fields has been 
Mexico,
 where U.S. 
capital has helped 
create a huge 
reserve 




the land. Half of 
the rural 
population of Mexico




 (originally the 
.Marjorie Drake 
National Farm Workers Association) 
began in Delano in the 
early 1960's. 
The first few years were years of base 
building 
which  concentrated on 
recruiting members. In 1964 after 
years of fighting the Bracero labor 
contract system, which put Mexican 




Bracero program was replaced by the 
green card system. Green cards are 
work permits which do not limit 
workers
 to one particular ranch, or 
for any particular period of time. 
In early 1965 
an association of 
Filipino farm workers struck in 
Delano. The
 FWA under Cesar 
Chavez
 joined the strike 
and thus 
began the long 
Delano struggle. The 
FWA 
began a boycott of grapes 
when it was found to be almost 
impossible to keep 
scabs out of the 
fields. In 1966 the Schenley Cor-
poration, a wine producer, signed
 the 
first contract 
with  the FWA. Shortly 
after, DiGiorgio,
 one of the biggest 
California
 growers, agreed 
to a union 
election,  but under 
terms that only 
the strike-breakers
 could vote. 
When
 the union began a boycott of 
S&W







represent  the farm 
workers.
















in under the 
pressure 
of
 the strike and boycott 
and 
scheduled a fair 
election.  The 
FWA won by a large majority. 
The victories in Delano
 and in the 
Coachella 





upsurge  in the fields 
all over
 the state and in other
 parts of 
the country.
 
Matto  a 
Mano-------











 I must admit




As it is 
known,  for 
every  action 
there is 
a reaction. 








so does this 
things
 
We may not realize
 it, but every 
time that 
one  expresses 
himself in 
any
 way, shape or 









opposition  comes at us 
in 
negative
 form we should
 take it as an 
incentive 
to have more per-
serverence.  If it 
comes
 in a favorable
 
way,
 which is  a rare
 case, then we 
should
 welcome it and 
be
 glad that 
they 
have 










 a life is 
a 
learning 
experience,  and 
it's things 


















































































strive  for. 
By 










 but that 
one 























With  this I hope that 
one merely 





 one must admit
 that it 
does 
set up the setting
 for this poem. 
I myself could 
not think of a better 
way to make an exit. But
 before that 
an 
upcoming  dance that is for a 
worthy cause. The Chicanos students 
at Santa Clara 
University  are 
sponsoring a dance May 26. The 
dance is fbr 
scholarships
 for in-
coming Chicanos to the University. 
"Alma Latina" will be 
playing. The 
price of admission is 




chicano que luchas 
en las files 





sal progreso te perfilas 
y a cada 
instante  tu pereces. 
Chicano que naciste 






obtener  los triunfos libertarias. 
Chicano de sangre
 mexicana, 
no dejes que el Anglo pisotee tu 
orgullo, 
recuerda






 se tu vida,





tu raza fue 
primero 
que el 
hlanco que vino del oriente, 
a 
ponerte en los campos 
prisionero 
y a tratarte
 come a un ser impotente. 
Chicano que 
descriminado  eres, 
per el simple
 color moreno de tu piel, 
es tiempo
 que
 levantes tu 
protests 
















 from Th. Associated Pre, 
CAPE KENNEDY  New problems
 developed yesterday when 
temperatures








yesterday  when two
 solar panels 
failed  to 
extend properly about two hours after liftoff. The panels are 
designed to convert the sun's energy to electrical power. 
The space agency called the problems serious but still hoped to launch 
three astronauts to link up with the station on Sunday. 
"It's tor -arty to tell if we're in an unmanageable situation." said 
flight director Neil Hutchinson. "But the Skylab cluster is hot and 
it's a problem that we'll have to be able to solve if the mission is to 
continue."
 
The failure of the two solar panels to open was traced to the loss of an 
aluminum 
micro -meteorite shield which apparently ripped away 
from the side of Skylab jamming the wing -like device. 
The space agency is considering sending the Skylab I astronauts on an 
abbreviated
 mission to seek solutions for a series of power, tem-
perature,
 and gyroscope problems plaguing the orbiting laboratory. 
However, the launch could be delayed again, or wiped out  altogether. 
if a solution is not developed soon. 
Magee 
trial shifts to 
Santo Clara 
SAN FRANCISCO 
 Santa Clara County will he the site of convict 
Ruchell Magee's new trial on aggravated kidnapping charges in the 
slaying
 of a judge. 
Magee's first trial ended in a 
hung jury. It was held in San Francisco 
on a change of venue from Marin 
County  where Judge Harold Haley 
was shot to death in the 1970 courthouse escape 
attempt involving 
Magee. 
Magee is now serving a life term at San Quentin Prison for 
a Los 
Angeles kidnap -robbery. 
Next
 semester's SJSU 
Veterans  Affairs staff from 
left to right 
are
 
Lou  Encinger. Ruch Greco. Rick 
Dandridge,  Joe Relac, Tom 
Alvarado-Pres.,  
Terrance
 Spoon. Ray 
Ortiz,  Louis
 

























 may seem 
to be an easy 
way to finance one's college 
education,
 but Richard 
C. Pfaff, 
coordinator of federal
 loans, calls 
them "last 
resort loans." 
The  loans, according to Mike 
Young,
 student relations 
officer 
for Bank of America.
 Second and 
San Carlos
 Streets, are fairly easy 
to get. All
 he must show is a need 





to get funds from 
other sources, 
scholarships. 
jobs,  parents and 
college 
grant and loan programs,  
before 
seeking
 a F1SL. "This 
loan," Pfaff said. "as a 
last resort 
is a good loan. If 
not.
 it will catch 
up with you later."
 
FISL is a joint
 effort between 
the federal 







 and, if the 
student qualifies,
 also pays the 
interest on 
the loan during his 
stay in school












 start nine 
months  after 
termination
 of 
full-time  at' 
tendance.) The 






 is $30 a 
month.  The 
annual
 interest rate 
on the loans 
is seven per cent.
 The maximum 
amount one






year  with 
a total of 510,000
 for all un-













students.  The 
others have 










$1,500 per year. 
The 
majority  of the 
banks  in the 
San 
Jose area 
prohibit  cross' 
borrowing,
 
which  is having 
F1SL 
loans from 




 be a 













cross   
borrowing.  
By BOB PIOMBO 
and MIKE MARK WITH 
A new election is being con 
ducted today, tomorrow and 
Friday for 11 upper division A.S. 
Council seats. 
The A.S. Judiciary ruled 
May 4, 
that the April 24-26 election was 
in violation of the election code. 
In that election about a dozen 
candidates' names were placed on 
Inc back of the upper
 disision 
The judiciary ruled those names 
to be placed 
on the front of the 
new ballot with the rest of the 31 
candidates again in the race. 
Five parties and three non-
partisan candidates are 
vying
 for 












Congress.  are 
Juan Vegas, 





 to Pineda, two 
original candidates, Isabel Najera 
and Javier Diaz, dropped from 
the race because it conflicted  with 
finals and other
 commitments. 
Pineda said, "Community 
Congress feels that the student 
government needs to be more 
responsive
 to the students' 
needs." Pineda stressed problems 
like the rising costs of food. 
housing and medical expenses
 as 
"say
 real" student problems. 
Another responsibility of the 
Congress would be to encourage 
more student involvement. 
Pineda said that by 
getting
 in-
formation out to 
students
 through 
better publicity, more students 
would become involved. 
Other aim:erns of the Com 
munity Congress are better 
communication with campus 
clubs and organizations and,the 
establishment of an evening child 
CRTC
 center. 
None  of the Community 
Congress
 members qualified for 
any  A.S. upper
 division
 Council 
seats in the 




Haddon are running together as 
the Independent Party. 




they will "try to fund
 as 
many groups
 as possible." 
"We don't 
feel we represent any 
particular interest group, 
so
 we 
chose the name independent." 
stated Blackman. who 
won a seat 
in the April 24-26 election. 
The end of 
one -party 
domination in the A.S. 
Council  is 
the aim of the three -member 
Rainbow Party,  a -insisting 
of Clay 
Trust. Cliff 




Trost claims the Rainbow Party 
represents "a diversity of in-
terests." The party's 
political 
range is 
from "liberal left" to 
"conservative."  
The Rainbow
 Party wants to end 





feel it's ridiculous if 
somehmly 
else allocates funds to a 
group he's a member of." he said. 
Trost said his party hopes 
to 
make student 
government  more 
accountable
 to the student body 
by not only requiring financial 
reports he filled out. but 
receipts  





























 points to 
this  
self -evaluation 
process  as one of 
the major 
assets  of San Jose's 







































































































































critic  of 
Model
 Cities. 








start  or expand their 
businesses. 






it receives no 
other 
income 




Center is a trade school intended
 
to help the unemployed 
and 
undaanployed of Santa 
Clara 
County. Only 12 per cent of the 
center's  funds come from Model 
Cities 
and in return preference is 
given 
to






Model Cities also helps 
fund five 
day care 
































sculpture  and 




















































































rally in the S U 



























































According to Mrs. 
Ruth 
Hubbard,
 director of 
the San 
Juan Bautista Child 
Development
 
Center, Model Cities 
money  has 
helped  pay part of the
 expenses of 
her large day 
care  operation. 
Mrs. Hubbard
 said the center 
employs 
22 persons and 
120  
children,







 center is open 
almost 
12


















Model  Cities funding has less 
than
 a year left, the program 
will 
be expanding to include
 night 
care, she said. 
However, she 
added, "We 
need Model Cilia 
money. 
If not we'll need to find 
other 
sources  of. funding." 
In addition Family Day Care at 
13% E. Santa Clara St. offers 









organization  assigns children 
to qualified day care 
people, 
following up 







Martinez  said 
there was a lot of 




"they have been helpful." 
Her only complaint is 
that
 St. 



















Burger Still Only OS  centS. 
L Sonia 
















































Trost also emphasized 
the 
council should 
work for the 
general student body
 instead of a 
select
 group. 
None of the 
Rainbow Party 
members 
won  spots on the 
council. 













 Joe Ortega. Hamam 
Hawari
 and Leon Farley. 
TWC stresses the 
importance of 




 San Jose State 
University Pres. 
John H. Bunzel 
and the state 
have too much 
power
 in 
student  financial 
allocations. 
TWC proposes to 
divide  the 









TWC  stands include 
support
 to student services,  such 
as the 









 students as 
voting 




nando and  
San Carlos streets and 
acting
 against the 
hiking of 
student
 tuition fees. 
Members of TWC who won 
seats in the April 24-26 election 
are Miss 
Velasquez. Jackson. 
Miss Roquero, Mrs. Cogo, 
Abraham. Zamarripa and 
Sedarat. 
The 
University  Students Party 
0.1SP1 
has six members running 
for council seats. They are
 Bill 







Morris and Larry 
Ribal. 
The 
LISP emphasizes the 
previous experience of its 
members. Vradenburg is a former 
student body 
president  of West 
Valley College and Swain is a 





































trying for the 
remaining 
slots 













that  the 
council  
realize that its 
function should
 be 




provide  services 
to them." 
Miss Corins believes it is int, 
portant no one group dominate 





represents all students. 
Shideler's main goal is "a 
responsible 
government  willing to 
keep within campus limits and to 
take 
into




 want special fundinc 




 to help 
themselves through
 the aid and 
advice of the 
student government 
Tom 
Mounts  would like toner a 
more  representative 
council
 
which is more responsible
 in it% 





council and is a member of the
 
data processing committee for the 
Academic Council. 
None of 
the  independent 
candidates gained upper division 
citiiiicil seats 





























































RED WOLF  
IN
"WHAT'S THE 







California Stale Unisrisils, `ion 
lose may soon 
be officially known 
as San Jose State 
University  due 
to 











introduced  the name
 change bill 
to the 
State Legislature.
 The bill 
is now 
scheduled
 to move to 
the 
floor of 







covered by the 
proposed  measure 
for the state universities
 in San 
Francisco. San Diego 





















a multi -million 
dollar expansion program
 










 age 21) 
'Casino Trainees 































than  one week 







AM-SPM  EVERY DAY
 
through
 May. and 
Monday  
through 

























































































































































































display in the current Master's 




Struble's  "Kinetic 
Catharsis" 
sculpture
 seems to he 
the most 
clean  and practical of 
the structurally sound
 works. 
Knobs to push, cranks
 to turn 
and 
cylindrical wheels creating 
sounds and music, are the essence 
of Struble's 
The casing which 
enclose ihese 
sounds are not only beautiful 
structure,
 but actually  work 
creatinr, 
these  sounds. 
Instruments 
such  as harmonica. 
rs, 




gun are sounds within these 
wooden stained casings. 
The traditional penny arcade is 








44." Here the 
casing is class and a knob makes 
the crane 
pick  things up. The 
crane actually misses but the 
affect remains. 
Also in this exhibit are Peter 
Conner's imaginary type 
characters depicted in his works. 
These characters, as well as the 
brilliant colors brings life to the 
paintings. Cimner's subjects are 
out  of the ordinary people 
and  
obscure things. He elongates
 his 
subjects as well as the objects 
aithin his works. 
Connors
 "Overstuffed Interior, 
Late Esening," gives a calm and 
late calming affect. The dimness 
of light and the color 
reflections  
add intensity to his work. 
The "Earl Bordick's All -Girl 
Orchestra"
 creates almost a 
cartoon affect.
























featured  in the
 semi-
annual book fair
 sponsored by the 
Friends
 of the San 
lose Public 
Library at ti 
to 9 p.m. Friday.
 May 
18. and
 9 a.m. tots p.m.. Saturday 
in the 
Community




The two live hands 









































































































































































































  all 
have fallen.
 Along with a distaste 
for life, the people develop
 a 


















will we fond 
him?"  
















In. W. Alma 
Ave.& Almaden
 Rd. 
the Reverend. played 
by Brock 
Peters. As the malnourished 
bodies and souls found their way 
into his cathedral. Peters stoically 
accepted them and professed an 







Latest McCartney disc is simple 
delivered the single most 
memorable 
performance  of the 
movie.  With his transcendental 
expression, his drugged ap-
pearance and his inner 
state of 
quiet desperation, he added a 
mystical touch 
to an otherwise 
realistic science fiction -fact film. 
Charlton Heston, obviously 
intrigued 
with
 the hero role but 
still struggling to master it. was 
the central figure around whose 
actions the 
plot  unfolded. As 
Detective 
Thorn, he manages to 
rip 
apart  the basic murder 
mystery and solve the whole 
problem singlehandedly. 
When
 he's not 
embracing  or in 
bed with 
Leigh Taylor -Young, 
that is. She 
manages
 to bring out 
the 
primitive  urges from his old 
"Planet 
of the Apes" days. 
Overall, 
the acting was mediocre 
but not 
unworthy  of the low 
S300.000 
budget.
 What did 
become
 a 
















































































much  so. 
Another  
fact:  it's 


















heard  it 


























 us a sneak 
presiew. of 
this  cut in his 
"Ram''
 
album, basing a 
20 -second in-
terlude on side 
one.
 (Who's that 





 that bend). 
"Big Barn" is 
a heavy beating cut
 
that shows 
McCartney at his 
rocking best.
 
"My Love" follows. It's been 
played  a lot on AM radio, and 
deserses 




























































LP. unlike Ram, 
where the whole 
trip is one big 
production.  Not to 
knock "Ram's" 
production,  
because  it 
deservingly
 won 
McCartney an Emmy. 
Oh. do those memories come 
back in "One More Kiss.- This 
cut really grows on the listener, 
like old-time Beetle cuts of old. 
This number is flooded with 
"Beatlemania"
 lyrics. Foot 






























































































 two of "Red Rose" doesn't 
live up to side one's melody.
 It 
experiments a little with the 
chanting of "Loup (1st 
Indian on 
the Moon)." when 
McCartney  
gets into the Moog. 
Nothing  else 
is worth mentioning on 
side two 
but the II 
minute
 medley of 
simple little 
ditties that certainly 
won't live 



























































Nev i ns 
235 E. 










































































Overseas car rent, 







































Travel publications and 
magazines  n 
chords on the  piano.
 It can only 
be 
described
 as nice. 
The only danger in the album's 
simplicity 
is the writer's lack of a 
significant 
lyric.
 Lyric isn't 
needed
 in rock that is imaginative 
enough to 
support
 the listener's 
interest with 
music  alone, but 
McCartney's 
lack of lyric in his 
ultra -simple writing 
dangers the 
listener with boredom. 
An example of 
meaningless  and 
Miring words is found
 in the 
medley.
 The words "hold me 
tight" are uttered 
slowly  23 times 
as Paul slides down the
 scale with 
his voice. The listener 
is tempted 











 of Dancer's 
Workshop.  
reflects  her 




























to alter the state
 of 










not worth dwelling on his 
band 
"Wings." They're just a 
back-up to 
McCartneys talent. 
Any other group of 
players  could 
do the same. In fact, there's
 a 
rumor out 





















































yet,  give 
it 
five
















inhaling is receiving. 
and the 
space 
inbetween  is stillness. The 
objective is to bring






and  the 
collective  
person











































































/('onners)  'Bur 

















coloring for the 
nauseating crowd
 sequences and 
the 



































































































































you've been looking for 
is 
probably  on one 
of 
our 
shelves. Stop in 
and  browse 
around.
 We 
carry  a complete selec-
tion of 
the  finest artists' 
mater,als





















 $25.00 -up 
71 E. San Fernando One block from campus 
8:30-5:30
 M.F. 






































No man who has mastered the flying 
skills it takes 
to fly and land on a ship 
at
 sea can be called an average pilot. And 
the sense 
of
 accomplishment and 
satis-
faction 
that he enjoys 
are  also above 
average.  Which is only right. For the man 
who would go 
places  as a Naval Aviator 
must




























































































































































secondsacker  Mark 














Santa  Clara 
dubbed 
out  II hits in 
lb attempts 
against
 Fresno State 
University to 
move ahead of at 
least four of the 
eight players 







 from his 
teammates,  namely




and  Steve 
Hinckley.  
Kettman 
moved  ahead 
of three 
players from FSU, including
 
league -leader Mark 
Hance.  The 
Bulldog thirdbaseman
 had only 
one hit 
in
 nine appearances 
to 
drop 
















 season with 
.444 mark 
with 




 with seven 




his average to .350 



















 be released 
from 
the PCAA
 office in 




























hits  by 
team













 runs in 
three  game 
series:













Most  strikeouts, career: 
Dennis Smith (88). 
The Spartans also 
dtered their 
best record of the
 past with a 32-
15-1 mark.
 In 1971, 
SJSU
 won 30 
and lost 
14. Its 
1161 mark was 
good 
for second 
place  in PCAA 
play










































































 out was 
that
 maybe 
the  years 
had  taken 
something
 away





















































later  in 
the half








































































an empty net 
only 
to have the











fend off the 






 the Alumni 
goal on a breakaway
 and he faked 
Mangiola  out of 
position.  Far-
thing 
made  a brilliant 
recovery  to 





the ball over 
Mangiola's head. 
The  varsity got a break
 with 
15:22 remaining in the first half. 





 and Kenny Davis 
drilled the free 
shot home to 
make it 1-0 
varsity. 
Art Romswinkle
 tied it up for 
the Alumni 
when he rebounded 
his own shot 
past Gary St. Clair. 
In the second
 half Taylor 
Hubbard, one 
of
 the few alums 
who wasn't
 an All-American, got 
Brian Russell 





 of the net. 
With only 5:33 remaining in the 
game. 
Jimmy Zylker fed 
Ramon  
Rivas with a 
perfect
 pass and 
Rivas evened the
 count and gave 
the varsity a 


























of total cost of 
the 
aircraft  
and  are 
















 cost of 
$10. 
Student 





Oars  fitreeA #710 














BOB  HILL 
During the 
past season the 
Softballers
 played their regular 
season  schedule of intramural 
fastpitch 






Next year will be the same.
 
In Monday's third
 and final 








pionship, with an 
11-7 victory 
over Theta Chi. 
In taking 
the title. the Soft
-
bailers 
came  back after losing the 
first 
game of the three game series 
6-5. They won the second game 
13-8. 
Theta
 Chi, who just 
last week 
had three teams 
in the cham-







in the finals. 
The Softballers got
 to Theta Chi 
pitcher Marty Schaeffer for
 13 
hits and six walks. 
They opened the 
scoring  in the 
first inning when
 Schaeffer 
walked leadoff man Jim Keigwin. 
Centerfielder Don 






the third base line and legged it 
out for a single. The 
throw to first 
got 




stop, hit a sacrifice fly to center, 
with Keigwin scoring and Meyer 
moving
 to third, 
from where he 
scored on another
 fly to center by 
rightfielder 
Tony  Garcia. 
Theta 
Chi  tied it in the second. 
A grounder to short by catcher 
Chris 
Arlington that booted by 
Thorne. 





 lined a 
two run homer 
over the left field 
fence. 
Both
 teams scored two runs in 
the third. 
The Softballers tallied on a 
single by Garcia. 




























































Chi, hit a 








Arlington  then 
singled
 in Sales 
with the 






















 more in the 
fifth




an error, followed by 
a 





 Chi closed 
the gap to 9-7 
in the fifth 
when  Silvas walked. 
and 
Carver
 beat out an infield 
single. 
After Salas grounded into a 
force out. Imwalle  drove one over 




Softballers closed the 
scoring in 
the sixth when 
Wyatt 
beat 




 who gave up 


















delivery  as 
Don Meyer waits on 













 to short 
which
 was also kicked
 for another 
error, allowing a 
run to score. 
They  got 
their









Chi  did 






fourth  inning 
John 
Greensides  hit 




























































0  0     
      ER 
So you've got your college degree. And 
with




 to last 
you  the rest of 
your  life. 
What you need now
 is a little green 
stuff.
 Money. Or better yet, credit. 
That's what we've got for you: credit -
and 














 big enough to do the 
kind of things you 
want to do. It'll 
show you
 how to get 
your  
checks cashed 
immediately  when they're 
needed. 
How to write yourself 
an
 instant 
loan. And how to take some of the pain out 
of finding a job 
(excuse
 the expression), 
with 
a really handy new booklet 








Ask for our special 
Gradplan
 







 in the real 
world,  you need 





















































claims  processed food



















































before an audience of 
13 Monday in the S.U.
 Calamas 
Room. Dr. Burr said food 
processing allows greater variety 
whiM
 "is good for our nutrition." 
He pointed to the trend toward 
instant potato flakes, frozen 
orange juice and TV dinners to 



















































low.  "I 















 he said. 
We spend



























Does  Vitamin E aid a person's 
sex life? 














































members  did 
confirm, 
however, that 
research  at 
the 


















 by Co-rec. 
Sign  up for 
SPACE  
10.00.200 













 i Instant 
Protein
 




































distributor  nos 






























We will an 








 & MARY 
466 
So 5th 42 
297-3866 
GUYS AND GALSI 
Jon
























A PROSLEM OR A QUESTION?
 
Campus
 SOS can 
nem  Call Ins Spartan
 




DO YOU iike A 
5 orogrms
 here on cem 
Pus,


























1040 N 4th 
FREE MONEY! Free 
housing  free 
education. free 
clothing  free furniture.
 





KIM &THING is anxious 10500w
 you the 
things 
that
 THING has for you 
THINGS  
includes  everything you need from 
bicycle
 bags to cigarette
 papers THING 
opensevery 
weekday  between 
1211000t0
 
130 PM and located at 










How  do we relearn to love? 
How do we find 
ourselves and fulfill our 
POlential
 in this dehumanizing world?
 
The 




 to be shown lour Monday 
evenings in May will 'ketone 
varlOuS
 
answers 10 thine questions encounter 









osnaworiern Each evening Will conclude 
wan small group dimuosione Mondays. 
730. 











 or further in-
formation
 call Me Humanist Community 





 offering memorial 
day lifestyle weekend 
Planning  / 
Build-
ing model 






NOW, 1412 Starnill Rod Wooded*. Cal 


































































THE  BALLOT AND 
SE ABLE 
TO VOTE BEFORE
 YOU LEAVE 
FOR THE 
SUMMER.
 NEEDLESS TO 
SAY. 
WE'RE  HOPING THAT 
YOU 
WILL SIGN UP 






 Cow is holding






8. COUNTRY JAM 
SORE! That 
means  fun,
 live music, 
natural 
foods,  
crafts & Inc tannery 
Clearance 
of Over 
50.000  It of 
leather  


























in 5 .1 
NM 7065 
Classical  

















































Department:  and 
Dr.  
George 
York.  food 
technologist  
for the
 U.C. extension, 
Davis.  
Dr. 
Burr.  in response

















which  perish 











 Ills dark 
Mon. 4 
foster*  














































36,0 277-8822 or 298-5864 








elave note Bx 289 Bldg 0 .1vsay 
OATSUN
 Good shim 
Reliable  5605 
Lien
 Flits 275-9010 





























$900 Call any hour 
277-8787 
WANTED -13
 Ford Falrlane or Mercury 
Comet  Needed for parts 
241-8705 
OW 
TUNE-UP  1111 
ADJUST VALVES 
CHECK 





57 OPEL. 2 DOOR WAGON 
UNT.
 GOND, ENGINE UKE NEW, 




Ti -IA New engine, new paint,  new 
guages and interior.  Perfection plus. 
Come
 and see 243-0135 
N VW 
FASTBACK  Melt' rebuilt mem. 






cot 628 Eves 325-11200  
Ask tor line 
11 FIAT
 800. Runs $10041 $125 Cell 204-
%39 






























SUZUKI  500 Excellent condition Get-
ting warned and must
 sell $800 
or best 




 IMPALA Feet sir. POPS 
new brakes io 
miles,













 Cong . many 
extras  51.500 Ce11736
 
7047 or 730-1413 






OPEL  WON. 
1500  Must
 sell, going 
in
 army Very good cond Low mil 
S700 
offer  229 9148 
16 
CHEVY  











 258  6199 
FOR SALE 
WE HA- NISSUILD the best stereo 
loudspeaker systems for the 
money 
K L, K 
LOUDSPEAKERS






























welts with speakers 
and 























12200 6 UP 
BLOC:KU TE 
COMPLETE





































different  treed 
5005e101e 
processed when harvested to 
preserve the 






vegetable  also preserves
 the 
vitamins." he said. 
"Do we need








approximately 30 persons. 
Dr. Smith answered, "Car-
bohydrates are 
important
 in the 
diet for maintaining the water 
balance in our systems. 
"Some weight 
reducing  diets 
which  promote the use 
of large 
amounts  





















 & CREATIVE 
TALENT' NOW FOR THE 
tat TIME 
HARD MISTS ON HOW
 YOU CAN






  ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
  ASSOCIATE PRODUCER
 




 EDITOR ETC  
!IAN%CURRENT
 
108  OPPORTUNITIES - PAY 
SCALES - 
UNION 







-WHERE TO GO 
WHOM 
TO
 SEE 30 PAGES Of 
CONE MTAL INFORMATION












 Paperbacks at 
leriCe  Beat 
Sci-Fi  












we buy & trade 
beetle  
records 








 Before you purcnarse 
costly Warm 10.0





diSCOunt Prices 10 SJS students
 or 
all 
vow needel We 
guarantee Me lowest 
prices in die Bay Area on such nemeses 










, n9..1 or 2562028 
A 
MILLION  USN 
SOOKS 
osoinbacks  
nrcei and magazines Neat oi0 
n.,Jkstore 



























i.0Ms  Sone?, 





PHI  POUND 












tor  svie Ree$Onvve
 
Cll.  297. 
.irtgo 
THE LOST FIXA MARKET  , 
ectabies  
SisiS 90075- 4 
lieJ  200cm 
. a 1 
JUICE EXTRACTER1 For sale-excel 
cond 2 1i2mo.  
old.
 little used. 555 Come 
see 
AM-FM stereo multiples 4 channta 
stereo. 8 track deck speaker
 & 
earphones all for 500.6 mo Old Call Mr 
Freeman




















 55 you 
get man's
 best friend 
and a 






 MAMIYA C $3 





 Plus many extras Call 
Ken  aft 7 
PM 275-9454 
ATTENTION INVESTORS 
This  Older 4 unit property within 2 blocks 
of the campus will show appr 10% Cap 
















80 5000.5200 Call Albert 995-
9963 Before 8 30 AM 
or after 5 PM 
NEW 
O'NEILL'S  WETSUIT, 
LARGE  
LONGJOHN. Make 
offer  Call John 
775-9243
 before ID am. 
Mier S pm. 
B ACH B6 Trumpet for 
sale ML 13cte - 
in perfeet
 Condition 
Has 151 anC93rd 
trigger
 SlideS 






































St 65,hr Cell 
217-3330
 or 247-8477 
MASSEUSES-Earn 
TOP
 Woven while 
training
 Day Or night shill 
or part-time 





























































FOR SLIMMER SCHOOL 
CREDIT in areas 
of 
Art.  Music 
Drama. 
Science tor 510 









WHO LIKE PEOPLE 
Guff
-time  





 to single 












 9-1 PM 
SINGLE WOMEN 121-351, 
needed  as 
counselors  


















































































Jerry Hill at 267 2700 or 2266153 









Mon Ito dark 

















rates  June thru 
August
 by Hali 279 E 
San Fernando 
Clean,
 quiet close. 
204-6472.  293-9814. 
2:j-1152. 
ROOMS, MEN, 
Cheerful,  airy. well 10 wail
 
Carpel Good beds Outside entrance 





San Salvador St 00055 
from 
ilunCtin HMI Summer &Fell
 appiiCatior  
now
 
being taken Cali 294-5028 or 294-
? 55 




















LARGE 3 bdrm.. 254., apt. $215imo. Fall. 
$165/surnmer. See at 399 S. 12th St or 
call 2981607.  
HOUSES, WOMEN 
for
 summer A next 
scnool  term Firepiace,  garbage disposai. 
ref  & freezer,  volley ball & tennis court 
Will 
accomodate  groups 
of
 4. 6. IL 7 Cali 
at 406 So 
17th St. 
2 SORIA. Apt $135,month or 
Studio  
595,
 month 601 S 5th St See mgr 1501 










$115 Freshly painted 600 S 9111 
WHAT IT 1St 
Deluxe Furn. 
Apts  
2 Wm. 2 bath t140. 
rno-eurnmer
 
148 E William St. 998-2494 
LARGE?




 1110. See at 








 WEST? lacIrm. 
turn
 3 full 
months 5130 Built-in 





Spacious  house. Close to cam 
pus. Available









Ideal  tor study Perking. 













Quiet  See manager 
I 65 
E Reed
 St 52 
SAN FERNANDO 
HOUSE -Great at-
mospnere linen & 








237  E San Fernando
 
669 to 589 mo 295-9504 or 293-6345 
LA DONNA -*pis:- - 
I bedroom
 ems turn 5130 unfurn 
5120 




385 5 4th St Coll Ben 286 








 room kit 
env  maid & imens 
parking
 courtyard include. Continental 
Breakfast 
From  $716mo





 HO- U11102 Across 






preferred  Call 354-4303 
$1011 
Large








































summer. $320 rig HOUSE 
for  4 2 bdr 
$130 sum UNIT for 2E70 
gum.  1100 rag 







included  Clean S 
parking  





































According to Dr. Burr. the 
competitise nature of the food 











basis  of 
nutntional
 
content,"  he 
said. 
The 
consumer  is 
becoming  more 
nutrition 
conscious














































Convenient  to campus 
830 

















 Many *stria 
that 
must
 MI Men. 
summam 
RATES  SEGIN 
JUNE 
1st  from $40 









FREE  RENT. One 
months
 Free Rent to 
students
















from 5195 furnished 3 brim so.: also 
available Wiliow Glen 
West












 511 S 10th.
 $265/M0.. 






 Preferred -2 blocks from com-
mis $5E. upstairs. if you loin us you get 
wnmesale 





SHARP  ROOMY PURR. 1 
br
 
MPH,.  112 
xis to campus Lrg kit
 
$bathSlOrm.dr.  




 RATES 598 
Clean,  
turn 







iltn St S 
ROOMS
 FOR RENT IN 




 nr Capital Expy.1 Prof female 
575,mo 
 util Call 265-0188or 
2641752
 
BUMMER RATES AVAILABLE NOM 
Private room vekit . sep 
entrance,
 large, 
light, wry. 294-8472.293-9814.  253-1152 
279 E San Fernando inset door to 
Peanuts  
IVY HALL 
LARGE APTS.. turn , Quiet. 
Parking.  TeX-
ing applications for summer & Fall. 1 




 needed to share three 
tictrm turnialled house near campus 
84Erno  
All  utilities  paid. 298-0158. 
FEMALE 






 fall 7 bdrrn 2 -story 
house 4 moms available June 151 
551 43,rno per room 
Call 289-1744. 
ROOM WANTED in large house with 4-5 
students nr So 12-15 before June
 lot
 
Call Oave att. 






 for 1 or 2 male 
students near SJSU 2974079 
PRIVATE ROOMS for 
male students. 





liv rm kit 
Mc
 297-6079,  
3 SORM. HOUSE 1 block 
SJSU.  ANIL 
Summer
 & Fall 
Upper  My 
women 297-
6079.  
NEED I or 2 people to share my 
luxury 
apt IdiehwaSher. sauna 
heated pools 
etc I For approx 2 months 
Maloof
 fema-
le Call 246-7081 
SUMMER   NOW -STU-









SUNNY LARGE 2 brIrM apt
 
se/carpeting.  
fury  2 Da. $155 summer rate 4395
 4th 
St Call 995-8819 







rates  5115 
439S
 4th St Call 
998-8619 
AIR-COND. Summer rates 2 & 3 ticirm 
$135
 105140 Large. Modern,
 6958 11th, 
Call 
275-1974  
SORM. Duplex.  
partly turn. 1610aTio 
needs clesnIng,
 go see at 463 S 10th St 
iundrommt. 
HOUSE-F urn 
2 barns 5225 
all  util pd 
0000
 12th St 2264671








Quiet w w 
carpete turn 
Pool and Rey
 rea Room 
Summer Rates 
620 So 9th St S 
J 751 481/ 
2, 3. 4 SCIRM HOUSE for rent 
across 
street campus














CHEAP - 7 bedroom furnished apt 
5130 year round 
rate
 available June 
Water 6. 
gerbage pd SSO returnable 





 AS 5 Oh 287 
7387  
SUMMER   
7 Wen, house 5175 
bdrm 















SISO  on 8th St 
smrtir  
rates pets





No I 793 7796 
Studio, unfurni 
near campus 611111155 
pcl 440 S 
10th St MO Ph 2289361 
ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2 bdrm apt. 
for 
summer. 550 rno., 
421S Sth St., NO. 
10, or call Ralph 214.1712.
 
VICTORIAN HOME
 11590) 10* 





























2. 287 3125. evenings 
best.  
ROOMMATES




 summer INO.M01 
& 





 call Ron 998 8716 
LARGE 1 BEDRM.










 AVM  
, July 11.er 
August,




ceiling  and loft 
Backyard. 
Call 








 457 S Ninth St 
Call 789 9943 
or see 











































Salt 8  
rn
 to 
noon  TINKEREIELL 
STUDIO
 1040 
























































Near Meriden  
S Curtner 
Experienced 285-2134 






speak a language all 
their  own At very 
special times. like 
your  wedding day, 
you 
want them to 
express
 a thousand 
tni ngs BRIDAL FAIRS FLOWER 
SERVICE
 featurm truly 
creative com-
binations of floral 







prices  1Ne invite you to 
compare


























shirts, pants. 959 & up Campus 










 North side home 
rend/WOW  
Sat  































Master  s 
etc
 Near 






















Temberg - 1921 Horns 
Telephone
 371-0395 San 
Joel 
TYPING, EDITING.  FAST ACCURATE. 










RENT A TV 
OR
 STEREO, no connect 









 lettere Me 
Remonable 
rates 263-0895 









 Bay Area 













"About four or 
five months ago
 
the FDA ruled that 
if  oompany 
wants to 
say anything 
about  its 
product's  nutritional
 content, it 
must 
tell  the whole story."
 he 
said. This 




 "10 per cent
 
protein"  while 
omitting  the fat
 
o3lttent.  
Dr. Burr was more concerned 
with the processing and shipping 
quantities
 to meet future needs 






































































PT RAM nil 
atieuJrrar1011
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8 x 1,5 5' 15001" Ws, o' 40 
OnOtOgrapherS Make an appointment to 
see our sonnies
-men 







Packet  call 257.3161 
IF YOU'RE ENGAGED... 
NATURE HAS A 
GIFT FOR YOU 
Nature
 s talking



























A COUNTRY DUPLICATING ha. 















TOWN I  COUNTRY DUPLICATING 





DOUBLE or TRIPLE your
 reading rate. 
Develop critical 
reading
 skills 5 Wk. 
course. Begins 
May  14 Mon. Eves. in 
Palo Alto 
Taught
 courses at Stanford. 
U.C.L
 A. New York UM WerflingriOuse.
 
PT 6 T 










 Aov PR Fashion 
6 
5 W 









print  in 1 day 55. 
Great  gift idea 
Super
 Shot. 353 
Meridian  293-5654. 
WRITING 

















































 hauling. No 












home.  Call 
251 0147 














275  6190 
PERSONALS  
DONATE ON 
A REGULAR 51.000  
plasma program and receive 
Up to 
540 










HYLAND  DONOR 
CENTER  35 











































rancisr a 94104 
MAGICAL CATS 
free
 to good home. Box 
of food to boot Call 294-1875 
efternoons  
and nights 
THANK YOU -THANK YOU 
Toyou who helped meby lilting 
out ours-
tionneire on SMOKING SURVEY. Got  
13" 
on Me protect Rafael 
I AM organizing
 
an encounter group 




20-30, is welcome Also 
need
 a 
faciktator. as I would 
Ilk*
 to participate 
too Call Larry
 347-4835 aft 7 PM 




 MAY IS. 
7 
a 10 PM MORRIS DAILEY
 AUD ADm 
504, 
RESCUE SNli 














ONE WAY CHARTER TO NEW YORK 
MAY 31st 58500 
ffax
 Included) 

































Wail  If Pays 
To Be 
Young With











 GETAWAY Fly 
all
 3 
off  with 
TWA 
Youth  passport
 IL take 






 with a FREE 
GETAWAY
 CREDIT CARD 
Call 225-
)252 for
 information after 5 00 
:mom 













































July 5 Oak 





















 many other 
flights)













































































































































Dog found. German smowe mix,
 adult' 
male,
 brown and black wired 
collar,  













































































































trucks  roar up and down the Nimitz
 
Freeway day and night. 
They
 go on their own way, 
oblivious to the 
special world being offered only a 
stone's
 throw away. 
A little gravel -covered road 
will take you there, 
over the chuck 
holes  and past a junky old building 
offering  antiques for sale. Hardly an 
entrance  for a 
business considered
 the world's biggest in its field. 
Once 
you get there, it's even more deceiving. 
A LONG ASPHALT runway interrupts a field of 
dry grass, the giant "birds" sitting still on either 
side. Jack McCombs, grounded with a little touch of 
the flu, sits behind the main desk which is outside. 
A bunch of wooden benches, 
occupied  by a few cus-
tomers, is the waiting room. 
"Can I help you," says Jack, 
sporting  a crew-cut 
and dark aviator glasses. 
Before a single word can  
be 
uttered,  eyes focus down the runway and about 
75 feet straight up. One of the big "birds"
 is coming 
in to land. 
The 
big  "bird" is a glider, otherwise 'known 
as
 a 
sailplane. Its home'this day is the  Sky
 Sailing 
Airport in Fremont. 
On another day it 
could  be in Calistoga, Tracy, 
Vacaville  or any of the other three soaring
 sites 
located in California. But today it is Fremont,
 where 
spring breezes provide good 
soaring above the 
greenish
-brown  hills. 
"THIS IS A GOOD
 place for soaring," commented
 
McCombs, pointing to
 the hills. "You get good
 
offshore breezes and 
those hills over there are great. 
With no motor, a 
sailplane  rides the air currents. 
Sometimes the air lifts are 
thermals,
 or rising 
columns of warm air. Sometimes they are ridge
 lifts, 
created 
when  air currents strike the face of edit( or 
mountain ridge and 
flow
 upwards. There are also 
wave lifts, which travel up, over and down the other 
side





when two currents of air meet 
head-on
 end flow 
upward. 
When a pilot wants to go higher, he has to use his 
intuition and knowhow to find invisible air lifts. 
And he has to make his plane respond to them. It he 
runs out of air 
lifts,
 his craft glides fiery slowly to 
earth.  
THE ART OF SAILPLANING has given back to 
man that first feeling of freedom the fabled Icarus 
probably feltbefore he fell to his death when the 
wax on 
his  wings melted. 
Man has always wanted to fly like the birds. His 
attempts have developed
 into the 747's and DC 10's 
that thunder through the skies today. The 
closest he 
can come to free 
flight,  however, is in a sailplane. 
"It's strictly back to nature," 
said Graham Hicks. 
Jr.,
 a Lieutenant Commander in the U.S. Navy who 
spends his time 
working
 at Sky Sailing Airport. 






























Story  by 
Cynthia 
Sievers 
and it's 82 
degrees
 at 12:37 in 
downtown San 
lose,"  blares a 
portable  radio 
while  the non-stop 
Frisbee
 game continues
 on the San 
Jose State lawn 
in the




 the dogs. who
 moments 
earlier





 disk and 
are  ap-
prehensively 
sniffing the air. 
One or two 





 many birds are 
leaving their 
perches
 in the 
nearby trees,  
but most of those
 sprawled on 
the  
grass are aware 
of nothina but the 















ot a jet 
taking off from the
 San Jose Airport.
 
A split-second 
later  it hits, and the 
dozing  sun-
bathers  find themselves












a green lake in a 
stiff breeze; the 
buildings 
surround  the Quad appear 
to be bouncing 
crazily. 
The Hayward Fault,













The preceding scene 
is based on a mesmerizing
 
report by the U.S. 
Office of Emergency 
Preparedness on Bay Area 
earthquake hazards. 
Dramatically  released on the 
67th  anniversary of 
the 1906 San 
Francisco Earthquake, 
the  report def-
tly weaves fact and fantasy
 into horrifying "what 
if" 
scenarios





and 6 quakes 
occurring  on the Hayward or the San 
Andreas faults. 
ANY COMBINATION
 of fault, time of day, and 
season of the year at those 
magnitudes  means 
disaster, 
and  San Jose State, 15 miles 
east
 of the San 
Andreas and 
less
 than 10 miles southwest
 of the 
Hayward, is assured of a ringside seat. 
According  to Karl Steinbrugge, UC structural 
engineering professor and noted Bay Area earth-
quake authority, the ringside seat will be none too 
steady. 
"Structurally poor ground (such as San Francisco 
Bay muds and the deep alluvial
 soils near San lose 
and in Santa Rosa) has been associated with inten-
sified earthquake damage," Steinbrugge contends. 
"...In Santa Rosa there was intensified 1906 damage 
to buildings located on the deep naturally deposited 
alluvial soils. Thus, naturally deposited soils can be 
as hazardous as the poorest man-made fill." 
The geologic
 foundation on which a structure is 
built  is perhaps the most important factor in earth-
quake -related damage, according to many 
engineers. Consequently, the Santa Clara Valley's 
fertile alluvial
 soil, such an asset during the coun-





















wave travels through loose, alluvial soil or fill, the 
velocity of the 
wave  slows down, and, corres-
pondingly, the magnitude of the wave increases. 
This was certainly a factor in the structural
 damage 
that occurred
 during the San Fernando Quake in 
1971 (6.6 on the Richter Scale)." 
Designing buildings able
 to withstand serious 
earthquakes
 has preoccupied San Jose State ad-
ministrations since 1870. 
That year the first California State Normal 
School (now SjSU)  laid its first cornerstone
 in the 
low 









 Square (the Quad on today's campus). 
The large crowd attending the cornerstone -laying 
ceremony knew they were in "earthquake country" 
and listened approvingly as the state 
superintendent of education
 described the new 
building's 
foundation  as "harder than granite, 
capable of resisting the heaviest earthquake 
shocks, and incombustible by any heat short of the 
fires of the last day." 
HE MIGHT HAVE been right about the foun-
dation. The world will never know,





 "the forked tongues
 of the 
red 
demon"  burned the magnificent three-story
 
Romanesque structure to the ground.
 
Concerned now with "the red 
demon," the state 
set to 
work constructing a fireproof home for the 
normal school. The ionic brick building opened in 
May, 1881, and 
earthquake
 concern was still on 
their minds as 
evidenced
 by this description of the 
building:
 
"The walls are firmly bound 
together  to provide 
against injury in earthquakes,
 by strong iron straps 
built in the 
brick work, and extending entirely 
around the building in one continuous bar four in-
ches wide." 
The straps 
held fast until the San Andreas Fault
 
slipped  at 5:13 a.m. April 18, 1906. 
AT FIRST GLANCE




 had come through except for "a few bunches 
of bricks" that fell off and




A closer look, taken
 by a state -appointed com-
mission of 
architects,  revealed that the building had 
sustained
 damage equal to 75 per cent of its
 total 




 went back to 
their  
slide rules, and this time 
came up with nothing less 
than the largest reinforced
 concrete school building
 
(in ground area) to be 
found anywhere St the time. 
In compiling
 the design, the architects drew
 from 
Moorish, Gothic, Spanish,
 Renaissance, and Mis-
sion styles of architecture. 
THE
 ENGINEERS, meanwhile, were 
concocting
 
an antidote to earthquakes 
consisting  of timbers, 
steel plates, and concrete 
reinforced  with steel, 
aggregate, and 


























almost  50 












 or the 





















































































 (as the 
entire  com-
plex 












for  almost 
a year 
while  the 




























Quad,  the 
trustees
 ruled, 




























 in a crane















pounded  on 




















SjSU Executive Dean C. Grant Burton regards the 
trustees' 
final  decision 

























for  a 


















asking  for 
code  
updates
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lb 
Sa i Ipla 
nes 
ter
les as close 
to nature as sailboating," echoed 
McCombs. 
You learn about the weather."
 
A GOOD SOARING pilot learns how to read the 
natural signs
 like a ship's captain read the stars 
ages 
ago.
 The presence of uplifts is 
evident
 by flying 
above dark dry fields, 
near  ridges and cliffs, below 
cumulous
 clouds or wherever birds are circling
 
without flapping their wings.
 Most often, the thrill 
of soaring is being






will  actually show 
a positive 
affection.  
They'll  bank and 
swoop  by the sailplanes,
 veering 
up close to peer
 through the plexiglass
 cockpit cover 
to see 
who this "big 
bird" is. 
"Birds 







just get up there in a current
 and get as close 
as
 20 feet to birds 
sometimes,"  added 
McCombs.  
"I've seen 
birds follow us to 





 birds ist 
just 
one  of the bonuses
 of trundling 
through  the sky, 
unhampered 














 the "big bird" to 
soar and circlelike
 a buzzard 




by sailplanes has 
attracted 
people
 in droves. On a 




 may handle some 
25 flights. On the 
weekends, 
McCombs and Hicks
 are laced with 
as 
many as 100 eager 
aerialists. 
"Business
 has picked up 
during  the last three 
months," noted 
McCombs.  "I don't know
 exactly 
what it is. It 
may  be the ecology 
movement  that's 
helped. 
Except for the plane
 tow, there's no 
pollution whatsoever."
 
Sailplane pilots claim 
their sport is not only 
man's highest 
calling  but also one of the 
easiest  to 
master. 
'rhe  average mortal is 
ready to solo alter 
live to 10 hours of 
dual
 instruction (one hour 
will 
suffice if 
the  student is already a 
pilot  of a power 
plane),
 and everything 
beyond  that is on-the-job 
polishing of techniques. 
ALL A PILOT is 
faced with in a sailplane
 is an 
instrument
 






speed indicator, an altimeter and a variometer (for 
measuring simple up and down movements).
 





 "A sailplane 
is so basic that 
there's not one 
piece of electrical 
wiring  on the en-
tire plane. Not even 
a flashlight battery. 
"You're  an airborne 
monitor  of equipment
 in it 
powered craft." 
And that's the 
last thing people 
want  to be when 
they 
slip into the tight
 cockpit of a 
sailplane.  01 
primary importance
 is just getting 
up
 to the usual 
height of 2,000 




plane  and bird. 
Then
 it's rolling 
dives,  
sweeping
 turns and 
just














and  knowing 
that only 
a clever glide
 is going to 
get  you back to 
the 
airfield is what sailplaning
 is all about. If Les 
Arnold  had known this joy a few 
years  ago, maybe 
he'd be the most avid 
flier of all today. 
It was Arnold.




Airport.  Since then,
 it has been 








 11 gliders and 





students  travel 
all the 
way  from Tiburon 
and Monterey 
to
 take lessons. 
And there's 
always  someone 
waiting in line 
to
 go up 
and 
fly  with the birds 
for  the first time. 
When 
one gets tired 
of just playing 






















Derby,  a 
competition  for 
20th  century 
Daedaluses
 who think
 they can 
cross  the continent
 
using  only the 
wings of 

















 that began 
in the 
suburbs
 of Los 
Angeles  two 
days
 ago and 
is
 





 the near 
future. 
A must for a 
competition 
like  the Smirnoll
 Derby 
is to have
 one's own 
planean 
outlay  that 
runs  
around
 $10,000 to 
$15,000. For 
those  whose funds
 
are less ample,
 a sailplane 
can  be purchased
 tar as 
little 
as $2,500 to 
$5,000. 
If a sailplane 
is not exactly 
what you had 
in mind. 
a single 
ride  in the clouds
 can be obtained
 for as lit-
tle 
as
 $9. It all depends
 on whether 
you  want to be a 
part-time 






All it takes is 
the  will to step out
 of  the everyday 
lifeto  get off 
the freeways 
and into the 
world of 
silence
 and serenity. 
The clouds and 
birds will be 
waiting.
 
Editor: Keith Peters 




 Joe Dobie, Sue Fagalde, Josie
 Heckerson, Tom 
Granam,
 Gary Hiraki, Mike Kataoka, Joyce McCallister, Kathy Perlongo, 
Gary 
Rubin, Courtland Saunders,
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 Because of 
squeezes  from the 
lac 
ultv
 ss point of 
view and 
problems  with 








San lose. It 
is
 tntis un 
fortunate
 that a 
magazine  
publication  with 
the 
stature that 




from the program. (her the past year, three 
students base won either
 national
 or state 
awards. Ilelga Charnes won two national 
awards and Keith Peters picked up one 
national  
honor to make San Jose State ersity the 
most nationally honored institution in magazine 




























































































place  to go 







worked  with the 
auto insurance industry for six 












rates  to 
qualified ASB members of 
California Colleges and Uni-
versities. We have  
nine
 
conveniently located offices in 
the state. 
If YOU
 feel that you are paying 
too much 
for  your coverage, 
give  us a call at 
289-8681 or 
stop by our office 
at 404 S. 
Third St., S.J. (2nd floor -
corner
 3rd and San Salvador) 
Looking




































behemoth of traffic jams 
and pollution is in the 
growing stage as three










Within a half -mile radius,
 Santa Clara plans to 
allow the development
 of a theme park, 
add an 
annex to the West
 Valley College 
campus,  and, if 
one of the bids
 is accepted, construct a sports arena. 
Marriott's 
Great  American theme 
park alone is 
expected  to attract 30,000 
persons  on peak atten-
dance days 
during the summer months.
 The Bay 
Area Air 
Pollution  Control District
 (BAAPCD) has 
pointed 
out that the summer 
months  are the worst 











will  be commuting 




possibility  of Santa 
Clara's getting the 
go-ahead  for a 
new sports arena















relation  to the
 other two 
projects,  all 
in










daysone  of the 
nation's 
most






 acres of land
 bounded on 
the 











Creek and on 














are  being 
scrutinized
 for the 
















transit system looms in 
the distant future, which 
means that the chief mode of transportation to and 





contributes 77 per cent of the 
valley's pollution, according to the BAAPCD. 
Voicing concern over the level of air pollution in 
the area, 
County
 Superintendent of Schools Glenn 
W. Hoffman has gone on record: 




particularly  those in physical education 
and athletic activities, will be adversely affected to 
the degree air pollution is increased." 
Hoffman also suggested 
that
 an environmental 
impact study be made by an unbiased agency before 
the Marriott Great America theme park is 
allowed  
to be built here. 
In approving  the theme park, the Santa Clara 
planning commission and city council heard en-
vironmental reports from Wilsey and
 Ham, a con-
sulting firm hired by the park developer to prepare 
the environmental impact statement. 
Members of STOP (Stop This Objectionable Pro-
ject), a citizens' committee formed in opposition to 
the theme park development) have noted at city 
council and planning commission public hearings 
that town air pollution exceeded state standards 50 
days and federal standards 80 days last year. They 
also pointed out that the period of greatest pollution 
coincides with the period of projected peak atten-
dance at the theme park. 
STOP MEMBERS say the project's en-
vironmental  implication
 shouldn't be 
ignored.  They 
have 
repeatedly emphasized that the theme park 
will cause increased traffic, congestion, and air 
pollution, along with further destruction of 
orchard 




The theme park is 
expected
 to increase Santa 
Clara's tax 
base and at the same time 
promote 
related 
commerce, such as hotels, motels, res-
taurants, etc. 
A consensus of STOP members feel Santa
 Clara 
city officials are more 
concerned  about promoting 
big league status for their city than 
safeguarding a 
healthy environment for their constituents. 
A coalition of 
concerned  citizens and en-
vironmental groups, including STOP and
 the Loma 
Prieta Chapter of the Sierra Club, is presently 
exploring the possibility of legal action against 
Marriott, Fess Parker, the park developer, and the 
city of Santa Clara, according to Nancy McLane of 
the Sierra Club. 
THE THEME 
PARK  site is situated amid hun-
dreds of acres of pear orchards and open fields. 
Eucalyptus trees line Alviso Road, and palm 
trees  
shade farm houses from the outside world. There 
are a few old Victorian farm houses interspersed 
throughout the area also. 
Part of Santa Clara's 
natural  history is wrapped 
up in this parcel of land. The developer proposes to 
substitute a reconstructed Main Street to remind 
the visitors of what has been torn down to facilitate 
such 
projects as theme parks. 
Charles Reich, author of the best seller, "Greening 
of America." made an interesting obs3rvation about 
the 
theme  park concept in 
his book. 
"We are slowly becoming awrre of what is 
happening to our environment. More and more in-
dividuals and groups speak out 

















His  mos( recent
 being the 
ilereloper Santa Clara's 
theme pork. 
truction of 
the natural world. 
"The whole logic we have been describing - 
exploitation, substitution, numbing of awareness - - 
may be seen at once in the phenomena
 oh 
Disneyland. Economic progress destroys nature, 
adventure, traditions, and the local community. A 
plastic substitute is constructed and admission is 
charged. Advertising and promotion then 
work
 to 
convince people that they are really experiencing 
Main Street. the Wild 
West, the history and adven-
ture of America. As the families flock to the clean, 
sunny, happy 
enclosure,
 how many of them realize 
that something precious has been taken from them, 
that they are being charged for a substitute that 
offers only sterile pretense in place 
of
 real 
experience? How many find the chief experience 
at
 
Disneyland to be a sense of 
loss of all that they are 
seeing?" 
ACCORDING TO 
PLAN,  the theme park will 
? cover 80 of the proposed 566 acres. 
The  parking lot 
itself will be 82 acres. The remainder
 will be 
devoted to industry,
 hotels, motels, offices and a 
shopping center. 
Marriott Corporation estimates
 attendance  will 
be 
around  two million per year. 
Spread over the 
operating days, 
they claim this represents an 
average of about 14,000 
per day. 
The
 park will be divided into six 
separate areas 
by various waterways
 and heavily landscaped
 
areas, 
according  to a prospectus 
supplied by 
Marriott to citizens 
who attended the city 
council
 
public  hearings. 
Within the park, 









 as marching bands,
 
magicians and
 strolling cartoon 
characters, is also 
planned. Children 
who visit the park 
are expected 
to enjoy a wide
 variety of exciting rides. 
GUESTS
 WILL PAY an admission 
of $6 for an 
adult  and around $4 
for
 a child, which would 
entitle 
the 
patron to all facilities
 throughout the 
day.  No 
tickets or 
other  payments are 
required,  except for 
extra purchases. 
The
 park will offer 





 but the park itself 
will 
operate on 
a seasonal basis only.
 During the 
operating  season, 
Marriott  hopes to 
employ  high 
school
 and college
 s tudents 
exclusively  fill 
1,500 
season jobs. 
During one of the planning 
commission public 
hearings, 
Commissioner  Wade 
Brummell













San  Jose State
 has been 
as consciencious
 as any 




 for "the 
big 
one." But 
despite  all 
the  study 











their  bets on 
the 
outcome































 little but 
"creep" 
here
 and jiggle 
there  since 1868
 when the 
Hayward  
received credit
 for one of the
 greatest 
earthquakes  
in California history. 
"The peril grows
 each year 
over  50 since the 
last 
major  activity," 
Anderson  says, 
"and  quite likely 
the longer the 
quake  is in 
coming,
 the greater The
 




building  he would 
choose to be 
in during a 
Richter
 7, Anderson 
gazed  
at
 the campus from 
his third floor office
 in Duncan 
Hall and talked
 of falling 
tiles,  
glass,  and 
architec-
tural gimcracks (some









the  late fifties might
 be somewhat 
less  safe than 
others due to cost 
cuts and innovations
 tried at the 
time. The only 
building he 
mentioned




 "There'd better be no 
cost 
cutting











Marriott's anti -labor history and suggested that a 
provision be made protecting prospective em-
ployees and also guaranteeing
 construction jobs he 
filled by Santa Clara County construction workers 
COUNTY LABOR UNION leaders questioned 
Marriott representatives about the possible 
exploitation of cheap labor forces (specifically, the 
student population) at 
a recent public hearing. 
Planning commissioners, who were supposed to 
study other similar theme parks throughout the 
country, returned to report their findings at a 
special public hearing. During their testimony, it 
was 
discovered  that two of the commissioners 
visited a park that was neither
 open nor operating 
during their visit, and that had few physical 
similarities to the Santa Clara theme park site. 
STOP members expressed a variety of concerns 
about the environmental impact that such a 
development would have upon the community. 
They claim, "Raw land is a natural resource and 
should be carefully used, mindful that there will be 
future needs which we 
cannot
 predict or even  
imagine at this time." 
City officials and those connected with the theme 
park development haven't 
heard the end to public 
outcry against the project, according to Dave 
Goodreau,  spokesman for STOP. If this last project 
is any indication of trends for
 the future, citizens 
can expect further attempts at rapid growth. 
that Centennial Hall (now Dudley Moorehead Hall) 
was nearly lost in construction, while a 1963 San 
Jose Mercury article gleefully related how one floor 
of the library addition, 
three  years after completion, 
"sagged like an overloaded clothesline" 
when
 a 
student ran down a corridor to retrieve a dropped 
pencil.
 
Dr. Bentel loses no sleep worrying over earth-
quakes. If one happens during school 
hours, he'll 
likely be in the old Journalism Building "doing my 
darndest
 to keep 
people
 from running 
outside
 and 
getting hit on the head.
 The big thing in an earth-
quake is for 
everyone
 to keep cool and not go roan n' 
around like a bunch of chickens!" 
In Library South, Dean Burton keeps his staff 
hopping, checking out every article they come 
across relating to earthquakes in the Bay Area. 
Recently they heard ' that high altitude 
photographers had turned up a previously un-
discovered fault trace between the campus and the 
Hayward Fault. 
Burton's  office was on the phone to 









Renner B. Hofmann, former California state seis-
mologist told a Senate subcommittee,
 "It is not a 
question of 'if' California has another big earth-
quake 
but 'when' and the 'when,' based on hard 
mathematical facts,  is 
more likely to be in the next 
12 years than later." 
A scenario 
describing  San Jose State during a big 
earthquake is all fiction now. 
What is not fiction is that the scene 
will even-
tually happen. 
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hands  of 
the
 doctor.
 As the 
doctor  
injects vital and
 lifesaving serum 










 it is for 
her  son's 
well  being. 
Her 
child 

















































 they are living 
in a medical 
utopia.  
Subsequently, 
the removal of 





and  mass im-
munization 
programs has 







WHAT  PEOPLE DON'T 
realize, since full-scale 
epidemics from 
these diseases have 
not occurred for 
many years, is 
that they and their children
 must be 
vaccinated against
 them. One does 
not 
automatically become 
immune simply because 
one  




non -immunized children is making
 
itself known on the national
 level. The Center for 
Disease Control, a division of 
the  U.S. Public Health 
Service, 
announced
 in April, 1971, that three 
diseasespolio, diphtheria,
 and measlesmay 
pose an unexpected threat of reaching epidemic 
proportions because of the public's lack of protec-
tion against them. 
It is apparent from recent statistics that parents 
plus school 
authorities
 around the nation
 are
 failing 
to immunize school -aged children.
 the number ot 
diphtheria cases has doubled since 1969: 12 million 
children have not been 
vaccinated
 against measles, 
and 33 per cent of the nation's children show no im-
munity to polio. 
Dr. Bernice Giansiracusa, senior 
public  health of-
ficer of the Santa 
Clara  County Health Department. 
had these words of warning:
 
"Children must be vaccinated against these 
diseases at a very early age and again just before 
they enter the classroom." 
"EVIDENCE  SHOWS THAT if children are not 
vaccinated,
 disease could be contracted in the clas-
sroom and spread like wild 
fire
 through the schools 
and out into the 
community."  
Just 
last month the Federal Center of 
Disease
 Con-
trol in Atlanta, Ga., reported
 that since 195 cases of 
diphtheria 
were found in San Antonio,




 is still a dangerous 
threat  to large groups 
of American children 




 must be vaccinated
 with the 
diphtheria,  tetanus, 
whooping  cough (DTP) 
shot  at 
two, four, 
six  and eight 
months  of life. The 
vaccine  
must  also be administered
 again at four or five,
 just 
before 









 under 15, 
should  protect the
 
child until he 
reaches the tenth
 to eleventh 
grade. 
The  child must







 of life 
as the 
DTP  shot. This 








AROUND  the 
country are 
ignoring the 








































































 Carrean Jr., 33, died of bulbar 
poliomyelitis. This is 
one of the most virulent of the 
three types of polio known to 
medical science. The 




show  that 
diphtheria  
and polio 
may be on 






year,  requiring 
each 







is not new but 
is taken as a 










 to submit 
records  of 
their  children's 
vac-
cination
 dates for 














































MAJORITY  of 
Americans  























 on a 
conditional
 basis, 








certain  time 
period. 
Part  of the 
problem 






follow  up 
with  this 
procedure.
 
Whatever  the 
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smallpox vaccinations are no longer required for 
children. The reason for this termination is that the 
United States has not had an abundant amount of 
smallpox cases in years. The other reason was cited 
by
 Dr. Mary Clark. deputy director of public health 
at the Santa Clara County
 Health Department. 
She said, "More severe illnesses and more deaths 
are due to the vaccine rather than to the actual 
disease." 
From this standpoint, the 
U.S. Public Health 
Service 
requires
 vaccinations of only individuals 
who have occupations where 
they would come in 
contact with people exposed to smallpox. This in-
cluded medical technicians, airport employees and 
travelers.
 Only those travelers whogo or come from 
disease prone countries need to be vaccinated. If, for 
example, someone plans 
to go to India, a vac-
cination would be in order since Calcutta reported 






 the smallpox 
vaccine, Dr. Clark
 of the Santa Clara
 County Health 
Department 
said, "We, at this 
time,  are not pushing
 
this 
immunization  for the
 average 
individual."  
But she added, 
"If  a person really 
wants the vac-
cination, we will 
be
 very glad to 
accommodate  him." 














 All one has to 
do if he 
wants  any of these 




office  for the clinic 





of transplants and 
lifesaving
 
machines, it is 
ironic
 that the simple 
vaccination  is 
too often overlooked
 as an alternative to 
some of the 
crippling diseases
 that have devastated
 humanity 
for  centuries. 




 colors like the 










 but they 
work,  and 
they 
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to












she  had no 


















day when she 
left  Berkeley, 
Karen  has 
been 
missing  and 
authorities  fear





 number in 
a new and 
still  
unofficial 
category  of crime












and  freedom), 
female no 
less 
than  male has
 taken to 
the  nation's 
roads,  
armed mostly
 with trust 
and innocence 







violence  has been
 reversed. 
Instead  of the 
driver  fearing 
the  pickup, it 
is
 now the 
hitchhiker  
who runs 
by far the 
greater
 risk of being
 robbed, as-
saulted,  abducted,
 murdered  
or, must likely 
of  
all, raped. 






best  hunting 
grounds
 for wanton 
motorists. 
Boulder 
County.  Colo., site of 
the University of 
Colorado, 
reported  120 cases
 of sexual 
assault  last 
year, 







 Santa Cruz 
campus  has had 
its 
problems 
not too long ago 
with  hitchhikers 
being  at-
tacked,
 either raped 
or killed. In the 
Boston -Cam-
bridge area, 







in the past 
six months  
all of them 
similarly 
committed,  and at least
 three of them 
beginning
 with an 
outstretched  thumb. 
The  actual extent
 of hitchhiker 
violence is a 
guess, 
partly  because 
there  are no 
nationwide  
statistics  and 
partly  because few 
police 
departments 




 police are 
convinced that 
the  rising 





third to a 
half of those 
that





 are more com-
monplace.  
Officer  Richard C. 
Berger  of the Berkeley
 police 
department  said 
when  hitchhikers' 
reports do come 
in, the 
police  have difficulty
 finding the 
assailant  
because
 of the transient










 said officer 
Berger.
 
"When  a young 
lady
 comes in and
 says she has 
been raped, 
either




night,  we first ask for 
the  description of the 
attacker. Then we ask
 where can we reach 
her  if we 
apprehend 
the suspect. 
"Most of them tell us they 
can't  stay around here, 
that they're headed for 
Washington  or somewhere 
else. This
 makes it quite difficult for 
us
 because we 
may 
have the suspect, but we now have no 
witness 
to prosecute him." 
Most police across the 
nation  agree that they are 
powerless
 to do much
 about the new
 hethway 
violence. Some areas have 
adopted
 strictly enforced 
anti -hitchhiking laws. But, the rules in 
most  states 
are relaxed, and police see little chance
 of tightening 
or enforcing them as long as great swarms
 of 
college -age kids are determined  for economic
 or 
adventurous reasons  
to hit the road. 
"I don't like the idea of making hitchhiking illegal, 
but I'm thinking in terms of life and limb," 
explained
 
Officer Berger. "It would
 be nice if we could trust 
one another without fear of being raped or dumped 
alongside of  the road,  but due 

























"You can be murdered or raped
 just walking 
down  the street, so why worry about
 ii?"siat ed one 
20 -year -old female 
hitchhiker. This type of res-
ponsea carefree
 answer that it only 
happens  to 
those read about in the 
papershas
 worried the 
police even more. 
"It seems to me that most hitchhikers 
believe  that 
they can bluff themselves
 out of a situation, or sim-
ply talk themselves out of it." Officer Berger pointed 
out. "But when it 
does happen and talking does no 
good, it's just too late." 
Although it's 
obvious that most people will con-
tinue to hitchhike, Officer Berger said 
there are 
some defenses a hitchhiker can learn. 
"IF YOU MUST HITCHHIKE,
 my best advice is 
not to hitchhike alone. Numbers seem to help. 
"Secondly, try not to hitch at night. Almost
 all hit-
chhiking offenses 
seem  to occur then. 
"And  lastly, before accepting a ride, get a des-
cription of the driver and car. Most hitchhikers 
who 
have been assaulted are so frantic 
they couldn't 
even remember the make 
of the car they were driven 
in."  
Many  coeds nowadays seem 
to minimize the risk 
attempting to follow the steps 
as described by Of-
ficer Berger. 
Fewer of them are willing to hitch solo 
these days 
and those who do have apparently narrowed the 
range of acceptable drivers. 
Longhairs
 are generally 
considered 
trustworthy,  but cars with two or more 
straight men together are a definite
 no -no as is any 
motorist who looks too eager, cruises too 
deliberately or asks too 
quickly where the girl is 
going. 
Louise, 25, a resident of 
Berkeley,  stated that she 
looks for certain things
 before entering a car. 
"If scar has only twodoors, I don't get in the back. 
It's always comforting also if 
another
 woman is in 
the car too," 
Louise
 explained. 
SOME FEMALE HITCHHIKERS casually
 men-
tion to 
the driver that they have veneral diseases. 
But others 
have  armed themselves with mace, 
knit-
ting needles or knives. 
"I don't recommend 
weapons
 for self-protection," 
Officer Berger
 stated. "You might be letting 
yourself into more trouble than you're asking. 
"More often than not, you 
hear  about liquor store 
owners
 arming themselves obviously because they 
are prime targets of being hit.
 But in most cases that 
we
 have investigated where robbery occurs and the 
owner carries a gun, it's 
usually
 the liquor store 
owner who gets the worst 
of it. So carrying a 
weapon 
won't  help, it may in some instances, but 
not many," 
Berger stated. 
Donald Ross, assistant chief of 
police in San lose, 
agreed: "Chances of getting killed
 are greater if a 
hitchhiker
 carries a 
gun than 
not having one. 
The  
attacker
 or driver might overpower the 
hitchhiker
 
and make things worse." 
BECAUSE OF TRANSPORTATION
 shortage 
and highway violence, some areas 
have  been forced 
to run free bus service.
 San Diego State University 
began running free jitneys between the city and 
campus after some 90 women were raped
 last year 
while hitchhiking the 
route. The UC Santa Cruz 
campus also began a shuttle service following a 
series of abductions and rapes. 
Even though it's usually 
the women who are most 
often the victim of hitchhiking crimes, men run the 
same risk. 
According to Ross. homosexuals prowl
 the 
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between the rocks. 
There  it was, shining
 before our 
eyes.
 We couldn't believe 
it
 at first. My partner 
picked 
up a handful of sand and 
stared at it. This 
part of the river 
was lull of gold! 
Back to the car
 we went to get our shiny new 
gold  
pans and
 used film containers
 to put the gold in. 
Fifteen minuters later, we knew 
panning
 for gold 
was hard work.
 One must be able to climb mouri 
tains and stoop
 for hours. And it is almost im-
possible to separate the gold from the sand with 
fingers alone. On our first attempt at gold panning, 
we ended up 
emptying
 our pans full of sand, gravel, 
water, and gold back into the river when it got too 
dark to see what we were doing. 
'rho next day we were back at the same spot, 
equipped with tweezers, 
magnifying glass, filter 
papers
 and heads full of mining lore and 
advice 
from reading and sightseeing. 
We  panned 
exactly
 as the books and the 
people  in 
the 
rock

















The practice of a father's handing down his gold 
watch to 
his son is a charming bit of Americana 
buried away in the past. Nowadays if a lather does 
hand down his
 watch, it's likely to be stainless steel. 
Gold simply
 isn't as obtainable as it once 
was  and 
hasn't been for some time. 
More than ever 
before, gold seems 
to be the 
panacea for the world's economic 
miseries.  And, at 
the same time, controls on 
distribution have never 
been tighter. 
In 
more  than half the countries  
of the world it is 
either illegal to privately
 own gold (as in the 
United 
States and
 Great Britain) or to 
import
 it las in India 
and Pakistan). 
HOWEVER,
 WITH spiraling 
demand and dwin-
dling supply,
 gold, it it were legal, would seem
 to be 
an attractive route of 
investment.  
Speculators  are happily discovering
 that owning 
gold in one refined state, 
coins,  is not only legal but 
highly profitable. 
Gold coin investment today
 is generating high 
returns, not only 
because
 of the metal in the coins
 
but  also because gold coins




 Rettew, a Los Angeles 
numis-
matist, gold coins have increased in 
value as much 
as 123 per cent, as was 
the case with the U.S. Double 
Eagle between last 
February  and April. 
IMPORTS OF GOLD 
coins  jumped in 1970 to $8 
million from just $1 million in 1969, and the figure 
has increased steadily since. 
The loophole which allows 
gold coin speculation 
stems from an exemption within the Gold Reserve 
Act of 1934. 
Under the act, 
President Franklin Roosevelt is-
sued an executive order requiring Americans to 
surrender all privately held gold to the Federal 















 citizens were still allowed to keep gold 
for
 numismatic purposes. Because of this provision, 
investors seeking a hedge against monetary 
uncertainty in 
the form of inflation and dollar 
devaluation are 
increasingly
 becoming more 
familiar 








IRONICALLY,  the 
Gold  Reserve Act's
 original 
intent  was a prohibition
 on gold in order
 to prevent 
citizens from gaining 
profit due to rising of the 
dollar 
price  of gold. 
But for 








most  of his customers
 not only beat
 
inflation  but also double
 their money by 
collecting  
and investing
 in gold coins. 
"Initially, professional




said,  "but now average




that the only way 





is to invest in gold. 




 higher than 
now.  
"BY  NATURE, gold 
coins usually rise
 in value 
faster than 
bullion and drop to a 
lesser degree." 
One 





the  people who buy
 from him and 
later sell them 
back for 




 foreign or domestic.
 
Since investing
 in gold coins is 
becoming  more of 






 in coin investments
 are providing 
an alternative 
avenue  for the 
speculator  who 
has perhaps lost
 
faith in the stock
 market. 
The U.S. 
Precious  Metals 
Exchange in 
Beverly 
Hills is one such 
brokerage firm 
which  offers inves-
tors both 
silver
 and gold 
coins  and 
operates
 on the 
basic
 stock market 
principle of 
selling  at one 
price  
and 
OBVIOUSLY THEN, such investment ventures 
with brokerage firms are only open to those elite 
who happen to have the 
resources  to buy rare coins 
in bulk. The 
broker said that most of his clients are 
professional people. 




 of financial uneasiness and monetary 
problems by converting green dollars to precious 
metal," the broker said. 
This 
lack of confidence in the dollar, caused by 
recent devaluation, is an important factor ac-
counting
 for
 the gold price's driving up so sharply. 
At last count, the United States has less than $11 
billion  in gold reserves and approximately $80 
billion in foreign dollar liabilities. 
IN 
FACT, the mystical powers of gold has main-




 hoarding could practically 
be
 considered 
the international pastime. 
Furthermore, because gold 
is malleable, resists 
corrosion, conducts
 electricity and reflects light
 
and heat, its use as an 
industrial
 commodity has 
more than










The result of hoarding and increased industrial 
demand, plus dollar
 devaluation, has sent gold 
prices 
skyrocketing  to $90 an ounce 
on
 the tree 
market with 
high  prospects of its reacing 
$100  
before too long. (The official U.S. limit,
 however,  is 
set at $42 an ounce for 
government  bank trading). 
In the first two
 months of this year, gold prices in-
creased nearly 50 per cent, hitting 
high





 marriage should 
note that a gold wedding
 band could rise as much as 
super
 cent in retail cost if 
current  trends continue. 
That
 gold filling in molars could 
conceivably  
become financial security. 
The new gold rush 
may be further intensified 
should legislation pass and 
reinstate American 
citizens' right to own gold for the first time 
since 
Already, the U.S. Senate has 
passed
 the gold 
owning 
measure  which had originally been 
a 
seemingly minor plank in 
the 1972 Republican 
Party platform. 
THE NIXON Administration has 
already in-
dicated negative
 feelings toward the 
proposed  
amendment, but if it 
somehow
 does pass, an 
immediate 
rise in the price 
of







regain  the 
right to 
hoard
 gold, the 




 of huge 
grabs by 
investors  but 
because 
almost  everyone
 has a 





 of the 
yellow
 metal for
 the sake 
of novelty. 
For  the time
 being, 
however,  
people  will 










many  are 
getting  
financially  fat





picking  out the
 bits of 
gold 
with our 
tweezers.  It 
was a slow,
 tedious 

















 a few 
sparkles
 01 gold 
to
 take home.
 Sate in 
the car, 
however, we discovered
 our hands and boots were
 
covered with
 gold dust! 
THE MOTHER LODE is a magical stretch of 
California along Highway 49 at the toot of the Sierra
 
Nevada Mountains. This is where the mines ol the 
California gold rush were located, from Sutter's 
Mill at Coloma to Angel's Camp and the Alleghany 
Sixteen -to -one. The place is steeped in history and, 
although 
most
 of the mines are now closed. few 
residents will deny there's still gold there. 
In October,  
1972, John Rose of Grass Valley ac-
cidentally stumbled upon
 the largest gold nugget 
found in Sierra County since the 
early  1900s, He 
was deer hunting when he came across a large piece 
of "manure." He 
was  going to "kick it clear out of the 
country" when he realized it was not manure,  but a 
gold nugget worth at least $2,800. 
Rose's discovery is just  one factor
 in a current 
renewal of "gold leveran obsession with gold 
that begins with finding the first 
shiny flake 
and 
leads to a fanatical search for more. This is the force 
that caused so many men to leave their homes in 




ARTICLE  in U.S. News and World 
Report
 speculates that a new gold rush may be in 
store. An ot licial of the 
Homestake  Mining Com-
pany said, "We 
sees
 great deal more optimism in the 
industry than we've 
ever  had before. We're 
. delighted."
 
The last mine in 
California to cease operation
 WAS 
the Alleghany Sixteen
-to -One, which produced 
over $50
 million worth of gold in its 60 -year 
existence. Gold 
panners
 still lind nuggets in the 
area and, with the price 01 gold still rising, there is 
speculation that 
mines  like the Sixteen -to -One 
might try to make a comeback. 
Running a gold 
mine in the 20th century, 









nation's leading producer ol gold,  should be making
 
larger profits than
 ever with the raised price
 
of gold. 
The company has agreements with its  workers, 
however, that guarantee them wage increases every 
time the price of gold goes 
up. 
HOMESTAKE LOST two to three per 
cent of its 
gold recovery, worth 
approximately $700,000, be 
eliminating mercury from its production process in 
compliance with government pollution regulations. 
The company also 
has  been ordered to find a new 
way to dispose of its tailingsthe leftover rocks 
and chemicalsand is building a pipeline to carry 
the tailings into a little valley several miles away 
that will cost over $7 million. 
Also optimistic are Mable and Wilbur "l'imm who 
hold 22 claims scattered around their mountain 
home near the town of Kelsey in Northern 
California. They are now rebuilding the mine on the 
claim called the Yellowjacket. According to Mrs. 



















































































































A government official who
 watches gold closely 
was quoted in U.S. News and World Report as 
saying it the mining 
people  were sure the price of 
gold 
would  stay at $60 an ounce or higher, there 
would be 


























































flakes and dust are found in the bends of streams, in 
quiet pools, 
upstream  of obstructions like rocks and 
dams, in whirlpools, and at the roots
 of river plants. 
Placer gold can also be found in the desert where 
it is mined by dry methods. 
Ocean beaches and waters are another source
 of 
placer gold. The beaches in the Santa Cruz area, 
particularly around Capitate, were panned during 
the 1930's. Where a river running down from the 
mountains meets the ocean, one
 may lind gold.  
Panning is the 
simplest
 method of placer mining. 




 sides 2 to 2 1/2 inches deep. It is 12 to 
18 inches in diameter and 
weighs  from two to three 
pounds. 
When
 sold, the pan is covered with a greasy 
protective film which 
must be burned off before 
using the 
pan. 
To pan, one fills 




water  to cover it. Holding 
the pan 
firmly 
in both hands, he 
imitates
 a quick whirlpool,
 
swishing the contents
 round and round. 
Gradually  
the 
heavy elements in the pan, 
of
 which the gold is 
the 




 and the 
miner
 
caret ully sloshes 
out the light elements
 with the 
water.  
He is finally left 
with  a layer of tine black 
or red 
sand 
containing  gold. He can then 
pick  out some of 
the larger gold 
flakes
 with tweezers. The 
finer  
particles 
must be removed with chemicals 
or by 
using a vibrating table. 
WHEN GOLD 











 completely separate 
the  gold and the sand. 
The mercury and 




 separating the gold and 
sand in a vibrating 
table, the gold -bearing




 an electric 
motor,
 is a 
table  set 
up at an 













Ow v into this 
unique  dom. 
111111111111. 
The huge




monuments  ill II II% 
erit.  
The vibrating action causes the gold to stick to the 
velvet, and the sand to drift down into a recovery 
pan below.
 
Panning for gold is hard work, and most in-
dustrious panners 
can only cover a yard or so of 
ground in one day. Serious 
miners  build a sluice or a 
rocker.
 A sluice is a long 
shallow
 trough with 
slanted cleats, called riffles, evenly spaced along 
the bottom. The trough is set up on an angle, and the 
miner shovels dirt into one end and then washes 
water through the sluice. The gold is caught in the 
riffles, and most of the dirt is washed out. 
A ROCKER is like a fancy sluice. set on curved 
runners and rocked vigorously back and forth. The 
dirt flows over a piece of carpet called an apron, 
which catches flakes of gold. A 
sluice -like section 
below catches any gold not caught by the apron. 
Gold can also be found on moss covered rock 
ledges and bases of trees. The moss tends to hold 
gold like a sponge. It is placed in the gold pan and 





 the pan. The rest can be 
obtained by 
drying and burning the
 moss 
and panning the ashes. 
The best time of year to go placer mining is in the 
spring when the melting snow brings t he gold down 
cram the mountains and deposits it in the rivers 
where it is caught in rocks and crevices. 
IN A.H. RYAN'. BOOK, the "Weekend Treasure 
Hunter," 
he cites the case of three partners who own 
a claim in the Mother Lode. Every summer they 
work the riverbed with a homemade suction dredge, 
a sluice, and a rocker. They always come home with 
$1,000 to $1,500 between them. They have found 
that, 
likes
 farm crop, the gold appears in the spring, 
and when it is 
mined  out, there will be no more until 
the next 
year.  
The weekend prospector, of course,  must be 
careful
 to stay olf private 
property  or not lonal park 
lands or he may find himself lacing a shotgun 
or a 
tine. If he wants to claim a piece of land 
or use heavy 
equipment  like a dredge, there are laws he must 
obey. These are
 listed in the Federal Gold 
Regulations obtainable from 



















gold  pans and
 
books  on 
gold.  They 

















 full of 
water, a 
pair of 
tweezers,  a 
























profit is a 
bonus.  It takes
 480 grains
 to make 
one 
ounce of 
gold,  and it 
takes  a lot of 



























 buying a house is the 
biggest  
financial step that will be taken in 
their  lifetimes. If 
they
 plan to purchase an abode
 in San Jose, it may 




parting of the 
Red Sea. 
Single dwelling homes 
are at a premium now. 
This is. because 
of several factors. First
 and 
foremost is the scarcity of 
land.  One orchard after 
another bites the 





 Conyers, salesman 
far a development in 
west
 San Jose, said, "Land is fast 
disappearing  and 
as it does, the
 price of homes 
will
 soar." Conyers 
further
 noted the building
 moratorium recently
 
passed by San Jose 
voters  (April 10, 1973)
 will have 
a 
great effect on 
the price of 
homes  now being 
built. 
THE MORATORIUM
 requires a 
developer to 
enter into an 
agreement with the




money  for every 
house  built in that 
dis-
trict. 
According  to Jim 
Leland,  planner for 
the San 
Jose
 City Planning 
Department, it is 
costing the 
developer 
around  $700 per unit.
 The cost to the 
buyer, 
however,  will run 
more
 than $1,000. 
Secondly,  because 
of the steady 
increase
 in costs 
of land, labor and
 materials (about 
$1,000 per house 
per year) 
and the rise in 
demand




 each day), 
home
 prices 
will continue to climb. 
According
 to a real 
estate  information
 bureau 
pamphlet,  housing 
prices increased
 80 per cent 
in 
California  in the 
past 10 years. 
And,  it is predicted
 
that  the spiraling
 trend upward 
will continue 
during the next few
 years. 
What  does all 
this
 mean to a 
young  couple just 
starting out to 
buy their first 
home?  It may mean 
that 
instead
 of looking 
for  "the home of 
their 
dreams,"  they may have 
to
 settle for whatever 
they
 
can get in order to 
afford
 it. 
GEORGE R. KIRK, vice 
president  of a branch of a 
local bank, said, "Never 
buy a house you can't af-
ford. But, if you can 
afford  it, the time to buy




One couple, Pat and Sharon, waited 
six years to 
buy a house. They saved every 
penny  possible (with 
four children). They wanted
 to have a big down 
payment 
so their monthly payments 
wouldn't  be so 
high. When they finally bought 
their house, the 
price of it  
had increased by $8,950. 
The  
downpayment  they'd saved was 
$7,200.  
Before someone
 dashes out madly to buy 
the  first 








 are his 
plans, hopes  
and dreams
 for the 









out of a house? 




all pertinent to 
the purchase 
of
 a house. 
Let's take the
 example of 
a mythical 
family  Dan 
and Julie 
Minter.
 Dan and Julie have been married 
for four years. They have one child, a two -year -old 








on a job 
for a year
 and a 
half.  At 
present
 his 
salary  is 










 $200 a month.
 
With  their 
combined 
gross in-
comes  of 
$12,000,  











































how  much 
a house 
sells 
for, it is 
not a good



























district  to 
see  what 
conditions
 


































































































going  to 
take 

































































































































 not least, 




price of the 
home, such as 
fencing and 
lawns. 




 in their hot
 
little 
fists, Dan and 
Julie are ready 
to start some 
serious looking. 
They drive up to 
some
 model homes. A salesman 
hands
 them a brochure with 




 "Ever had your heart skip 
a 
beat when you first saw a 
new home...Living Cheap 
Estates is it. 




 may be the wrong 
terminology  for 
the experience they
 are about to experience. Their 
condition may 
be closer to comatose once they 
alight
 from the 
sales  office. 
A 
TOUR
 THROUGH five models, which all 
look
 
like something out of 
Better
 Homes and Gardens, 
makes
 them  pant to own one of 
these  homes. 
The smallest home 
offered is 1447 square feet, 
three bedrooms, two 
baths,
 living room, family 
room and a 
two -car garage. The price is 
$37,450. 
Dan and Julie 
decide  this is the one they want.
 
There is a good chance




point  in 
negotiating








Coyners  and 
Banker Kirk 
said loan applicants under 25 
years of age with less 
than 
two years on one job are 
closely  screened by 
lenders. 
Conyers said, "The 
talking point would begin 
with  a minimum of two year's employment and an 
income of $1,328 a month on this
 particular house." 
THE FIGURE FOR the income is not an 
arbitrary 
one. It is used 
by most lenders and is based on four 
times the amount of the monthly payment of the 
house. (In this case the
 estimated payment is $332 a 
month). 
This
 4 -to -1 ratio is a minimum, and most 
lenders prefer the customer to have no car payments 
or other large monthly 
obligations  if he is to qualify 
with these minimum earnings. 
In some cases,
 the wife's salary may be con-
sidered into the above
 ratio but in many cases it 
won't.  
Conyers said, 
"If a woman has a good work record 
of two years and has leave -of
-absence privileges for 
pregnancy, her salary may be considered. 
"Banks and 
savings
 and loan companies will con-
sider 100 per cent of a woman's 
salary if she has a 
good professional
 type of job. This is not the case if 
she's a 
'belly  dancer,'"
 he added. 
Assume 
that Dan and Julie have made 
it
 over the 
first hurdle of earnings and 
they
 now begin talking 
about the 
method  of financing. 
There are three roads to 
travel
 in the quest for 
financing. For veterans, the GI loan is 
offered
 with 
no down payment 
required. If the house buyer is 
not a veteran, then an FHA or conventional
 loan is 
available. However, many developments now being 
built are not being offered
 with GI or FHA finan-
cing. 
THE SAN JOSE MERCURY, on 
April  22, 1973, 
ran an article under the headline, 
"Home Buyers 
Need Less Cash To Purchase Homes." This article 
said, "...New style loans 
require to government red 
tape. Very often, they also are cheaper and quicker 
to arrange than  mortgages backed by the Federal 
Housing Administration (FHAL once the primary 
hope for people who lacked the cash for a down 
payment on a home." 
The article also stated, "...The 
conventional
 
mortgageone that is made without federal 
guarantees or 
insuranceis
 replacing the FHA loan 
as a major financing device for low down payment 
sales. A principal reason: the minimum down 
payment
 
has been slashed from 
10 to 5 per




This lower down payment may entice buyers, but 
be alerted to some of the facts this article omitted. 
FHA SETS 
minimum
 construction standards. A 
home cannot be financed through 
FHA if it doesn't 
meet these standards. 
FHA limits 
the 
amount of a loan to 
$33,000.
 Many 
of the homes being built today exceed this limit and 
the difference must be made up in the down 
payment. 
A 
reliable  source in the real 
estate  business said 
another  reason many 










 is that 
lenders
 may 




rate for a 
Cl loan is limited











 per cent with 
a 10 per cent downpayment 
or some lenders will 
give a 7 per cent loan if a 20 per cent downpayment 
is put down. 
When money is tight, banking and lending 
institutions charge "points" when they give an FHA 
or 
Cl
 mortgage. One point is one 
per cent of the 
mortgage. Points at times have run as much as 10 
per cent. At the present time they are running at 
about five per cent, according to Banker Kirk. 
Points
 





 SAID, "In order 
to offer GI or 
FHA financing, the price of the homes would have to 
be increased by about $1,700 each." Why? Because 
of the difference in the interest rates. 
If a lender wants more return on his money, he 
lends it at the highest rate the market will
 stand. 
fhe seller must pay the points; it is illegal
 for the 
buyer to pay them, if the house is financed by FHA 
or GI loans. With a conventional loan, the interest 
rate is higher, the lender gets his larger return, the 
seller 
pays  no points and...the buyer pays. 
Now, if Dan and Julie 
have convinced the lender 
to go ahead with the 
loan,  they will need to know 
just how much of a cash outlay this home is going to 
require. 
Since this particular jewel is in a prime area, they 
will need 10 per cent down payment or $3,745. In 
addition they must pay "costs and impounds." 
Costs 
generally 




 preparations and recording of 
documents. The 
term
 "impounds" refers to a fund 
required for the payment of taxes and fire in-
surance. These are paid on a monthly basis along 
with the house payment. 
DEPENDING
 ON WHAT month they make their 
purchase, Dan and Julie 
must
 have taxes in escrow 
according to a set schedule. 
The Lomas and Nettleton Mortgage Rules 
book
 
used by many lenders gives these examples. If a 
house is 
purchased  in November, eight months 
taxes
 must 
be put into escrow. On Dan and Julie's 
home the estimated taxes are 
$85 a month or $680  
for eight months. The purchase
 of the same house in 




Dan and Julie should
 be warned here that taxes on 
a new house are traditionally 
estimated low, and 
they 
might  receive an escrow payment notice in 
the 
future which will 





































 TO taxes, the
 buyer must 
have
 a 




crow.  This could 
be
 an amount from 
$72 to $150 and 
up, depending 
on whether they
 obtain fire in-
surance,
 which is all that 
is required by the 
lender,  
or a 
homeowners  policy 
which protects a 
home 
against fire as well 




 not hing else, no 
drapes,  landscaping, 
etc, etc., this
 means this couple must
 have $5,000 to 
move into this house. 
What other 
alternatives
 does this 
couple
 have if 
they
 still want to be a homeowner?
 Townhouses are 
springing
 up faster than  weeds
 on every available 
small piece of land in sight. 
Banker Kirk said 
townhouses
 are built to keep 
builders in business. A 
developer can put more 
units on less land, as 
many as 12 units to an acre. 
HE SAID, 
"Townhouses  are not a 
red-hot  buy, but 
they're better than an apartment." 
But, he stressed, "Buying the
 cheap ones could be 
trouble. The homeowners
 association can be a real
 
trial." The 
higher  the price, the better off you are, ac-
cording to Kirk. 
A quick check into these developments will soon 
make you realize 
that there are no "cheap" 
townhouses,
 in terms of 
price  anyway. 
A typical




 den, living/dining room, and 
kitchen, 970 square feet in 
all for $27,450. This is the 
smallest unit. With 
a minimum downpayment of 
$1,450 plus closing




plus a mandatory 
"Association Dues"
 fee 
of $32 will total
 $284 monthly.




























 men. He 
did not care what 
the world thought. 



















 portrait of a 
raunchy
 

























































We've got you covered. 
With Bay Area's 
greatest  
selection 
of Levi's*. Over 
4 tons
 per store. Levi's for 
Gals'. Levi's Sts-Prestt 
slacks. And tons more. 
That's all we carryLevi's.
 
Can't miss a 
fit. 
7(6r9 
Eastridge  Mali 
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 from page 11 
units 





will be as much as 
$330  a month. 
Another  
alternative
 is buying 
a home that 
is 
older.  Banker 
Kirk  said, 
"There
 is absolutely 
no 
question  of 
qualifying
 if you 
assume  an 
existing  
loan on a 
house."
 This too 





























 loan, at 












buyer  to 
come






the  selling 
price and 
the 
loan amount. In 





that for the young 
couple 
starting out, 
buying  a 
home







with  a new 
loan  the 
buyer





cases  the 


















rankles  some new 
homeowners' 















the  penalty 
paid  for not 
buying  the 


















































































































facts  in 
mind,  it 





















































authorities, there are others who are
 looking toward 
viable 
solutions to hitchhiking problems. 
ASSEMBLYMAN 
JOHN F. DUNLAP, D -Napa, is 
proposing legislation to license
 hitchhikers with the 
Department of Motor Vehicles and provide
 an 
"ecological alternative to more vehicles." 
"This legislation 
will  provide safety to the 
motorists by identifying 
hitchhikers
 as registered 
with a 
state agency, while hitchhikers find it easier 
to obtain rides from more secure drivers," he added. 
Hitchhikers would be 
able to purchase an "auto -
hitch" license from the 
DMV,  good for three years 
under the proposal. It would
 be issued only after a 
complete check on 
the appliacant's records. 
The licensed hitchhiker
 would be provided with 
an "auto -hitch" card sealed in 
transparent  plastic. It 
would contain a photograph of the 
hitchhiker and 









 of safety," 
stated  Dunlap. 
"It will allow
 authorities
 to more 
easily  identify 
runaways 
and  return 
them





 to the 







alternative  to 
more  vehicles 
on our highways
 and 




 bill is 








And as San Jose assistant 
police chief Ross put it, 
"The girls who 
were murdered in 
Santa  Cruz 
could've showed all the IDs and 
licenses  they 
wanted, but it still
 wouldn't have kept them from 
being killed." 
The 
dangers of hitching a free ride 
with

































SAN  JOSE 
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DOWNSTAIRS  IN 
THE STUDENT UNION BUILDING
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